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Jimmy Gray Named
Tsarus Man of Year for 1997
Jimmy Gray (a.k.a. Dee well known for regular ap—
Dee Whitaker) was named pearances at Numbers and
Tsarus Man of the Year at the WKRB over the past 10 years
annual banquet Mar. 5.
and guest appearances at other
Gray was chosen for a locations.
long career in community in— He has been respon51ble for
volvement, primarily fund— elaborate productions both on
raising.
the regular stage and at ben—
He has been involved in efits.
fund—raisers for the Memphis Gray is known personally
Gay and Lesbian Community for wit and conspicuous enthu—
Center, Friends For Life (be— siasm.
f
ginning with the second an— Other nominees for 1997
nual auction in 1986) and included: Ed Brandon, Butch
most recently is founder and Valentine, Audrey May,
producer for the King and Shelia Tankersly, David
Queen of Hearts fund—raiser DaPonte and Frank Cooper, Country Memphis. The dona—
for Friends For Life, an event Black & White Men Together tion of proceeds was divided.
now in its sixth year. —
(BWMT), Memphis Area Gay
Friends For Life and
Jimmy has had a long ca— Youth (MAGY), Memphis between
the Idlewild Elementary
reer as an entertainer, being Pride, Inc. and Southern School Aquarium Fund.
ABC Refuses Gay Ad on Ellen,
Many Local Stations to Run It.

The stained glass window in the Chapel of the Good Shepherd at Union
Avenue United Methodist Church. Additional pictures on page 12.

MCC to Move
"EasterSunday ———
Union Avenue UMC are espe—
Submitted by
cially excited about the possibili—
Safe Harbor MCC
ties that this move presents.
Harbor will be worship—
Safe HarborMetropolitanCom— pingSafein the
of the Good
munity Church will begin holding Shepherd, onChapel
the Union Avenue
Worship and other Celebrations at side ofthe church,
11 a.m. and
Union Avenue United Methodist p.m. Currently theat Wednesday
Church, 2117 Union Avenue, the 7Cottage
Celebration will
corner of Union Ave. and Cooper continuePrayer
at 3446 Carnes Ave.,
Street, starting EasterSunday.This Apt. #1. There
are discussions,
will allow Safe Harbor to utilize however, of combining
the
the chapel and allow the two con— potlucks and Wednesday celebra—
gregations continued growth in tionsofthe two churches into one
mission and ministry.
at thechurch building.
This move will also allow Safe celebration
would givepeoplechoicesof
Harbor to be centrally located This
Study and/or Prayer Meet—
within the community that it is at— Bible
ing for those days. Also, the two
tempting to reach. There have congregations
a
been, and will continue tobe, dis— joint celebrationareonceconsidering
a quarteras
cussions between the two bodies a meansofbuildinggreater
Chris—
aboutjoint ministry within the lo— Unity within the Mid—South
cal community andtheworld. Both tian
congregationsare excited aboutthe region.
This movewas needed, on Safe
possibilities that this move pre— Harbor‘s
due to thecon—
sentsto the largercommunity. Pas— straints ofpart,
its building at 1188 —
tor Greg Bullard of Safe Harbor
MCC and Pastor Jim Glass of See Safe Harboron page 12
Safe Harbor

NEW YORK (AP) — A Gay
rights group says a majority of lo—
cal ABC affiliates have agreed to
run its anti—discrimination ad after
the network rejected attempts to air
it nationally during the coming—out
episode of Ellen. .
The Human Rights Campaign
commercial depicts co—workers
expressing surprise that a former
_ colleague has been fired from a job
because she is a Lesbian. It is de—
signed to build support for passage
of a federal law banning job dis—
crimination due to sexual orienta—
tion.
ABC says it has a blanket policy
against issue—oriented ads and this
commercial fell into that category.
The rejection is ironic given
ABC‘s hopes that the April 30

Ellen episode, in which the lead
character will reveal her homo—
sexuality, is a big ratings grabber,
said David Smith, a spokesman for
the campaign.
"They have determined that an
actual depiction of a fact of life for
Gay people in this country falls
under the judgment of controver—
sial advertising," he said. "We
strongly disagree with that judg—
ment on their part."
ABC‘s decision is somewhat
mitigated by its courage in permit—
ting the Ellen story line and strong
pro—Gay corporate policies, he
said.
Smith‘s group went the more
expensive route of trying to per—
suade local affiliates to run the ad.
Traditionally on prime-time

shows, separate time is set aside for
ads bought through the network
and through local affiliates.
The Human Rights Campaign
found that 59 of the 74 stations it
asked agreed to run the ad. Seven
affiliates turned it down and the rest
didn‘t give an answer, Smith said.
Ads were purchased in 29 mar—
kets, including Boston, Denver,
Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Washington, Seattle and Memphis. — S
Cities where affiliates turned
down the ad were Chicago; Hous—
ton; New York; Philadelphia;
Wilmington, N.C.; and Nashville
and Knoxville, Tenn.
"We basically don‘t take advo—
cacy advertising," said Art Moore,
spokesman for WABC—TV in New
York.

State Hires Mainland Expert to Appeal
Same—Sex Marriage Case
HONOLULU (AP) — The state
Cynthia Quinn, special assistant
has hired a mainland expert in con— to Attorney General Margery
stitutional law to handle its appeal Bronster, said Cooper was hired
in the same—sex marriage case.
for his appellate expertise, espe—
Deputy Attorney General Dor— cially in the area of constitutional
othy Sellers said the state hired law.
Charles J. Cooper, head of the
He will be paid up to $75,000,
Washington, D.C., law firm Quinn said.
Cooper and Carvin.
Dan Foley, attorney for the
She said that because the case three same—sex couples who sued
affects state and federal constitu— — in 1991 for the right to marry, criti—
tional issues, the state needed to get cized the state‘s selection.
the best lawyer it could find.
He said the state chose an at—

torney known for taking anti-Gay
positions in court.
In the past, the state has said it
would take the high road in defend—
ing the case, according to Foley.
But Quinn said the statefound
nothing in Cooper‘s writings or
conversations to indicate that he
has an anti—Gay bias.
The state will argue the case
without diminishing Gays and Les—
bians, Quinnsaid.

f

Hewews, f

LocalNews:

Cloning Gays:

Double Trouble

by Ira L. King

fair about the possibility of watching my—
self grow up again. I‘m not sure that I would
I cannot believe what I just read. In the
want to inflict my clone with the trials and
March 6 edition of USA Today, section D,
tribulations that come with being who I am.
Page 1, "Pressing a ‘right‘ to clone humans
It wouldn‘t be fair to the clone. And, it
"Some Gays foresee reproduction op—
wouldn‘t be fair to me. I don‘t need to watch
tion." The article relates how a group of Gay
myself grow up again. I don‘t want to watch
activists view cloning as an important step _ myself grow up again.
to same—sex reproduction. What an outrage!
Secondly, cloning of men and women,
They must be on drugs!
straight or Gay, could very well lead to a
Recently President Clinton signed a law . very asexual, amoral, a—anything society. A
prohibiting research whose target was the
clone may look exactly like me, act like me,
successful cloning of humans. He was sup—
walk and talk like me. But there would be
ported by congress and the American pub—
no spirit, no soul, no essence of the heart
lic at large, and rightly so. What an
that makes me who I am. There would only
absolutely appalling
be a human form with
idea.
my facial and body
Of course same—sex
features. Essentially,
VIEWPOINT
couples cannot bio—
an anatomically cor—
logically reproduce.
rect android (hello,
This is as it should be.
Mr. Data). There is
Founder of Clone Rights United Front
no reason to believe that I will have any kind
Randolfe Wicker stated that Gays are fight—
of control over such a being. And that‘s ex—
ing for research and the people‘s right to
actly what it would be "a being," an alien if
reproduce. What an arrogant, high—handed,
you will.
egotistical statement to make. Same—sex
It is argued that in a day when scientists
couples do not have reproductive rights. This
are close to discovering a gene that predis—
is not by iaw, but a biological certainty. The
poses us to being Gay, many are worried that
issues raised at the mere suggestion of clon—
such a finding will lead toabortion of pre—
ing Gays and Lesbians to satisfy a yearning
disposed fetuses, thus annihilating the Gay
to reproduce are legion.
population and also giving women complete
First of all, there is no guaranteed cer—
control in the reproduction process. Unless
tainty that the cloned individual will be of
a way is found for men to carry a fetus to
like sexual orientation (if that is even an is—
term, the possibility is frightening.
sue). And even if there were, who would
Of course, the ultimate argument for the
want to live in a world populated by clones.
cloning of Gays and Lesbians is that when
There is something very scary and very un—
one partner predeceases the other the sur—

—
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Opinions expressed in editorials,
commentaries, and letters
are those of the

viving partner will have the clone to cling
to. How absurd and morbid. Assuming that
a clone would have a normal thinking ca—
pacity, I am not sure the clone would want
to exist as a reminder of the person from
whom he was copied. There‘s something
very right and satisfying about being the
original anything .
When children are born to a conventional
set of parents they generally are not carbon
copies of those parents, but a unique com—
bination of personality traits and DNA that
work together to make them unique indi—
viduals in their own right. This is as it should
be. No one should have to exist as a carbon
copy of anyone. I have often been accused
of being the "spittin‘‘ image" of my father.
The truth is that as I get older I do look more
like him. But, my skin is lighter, my hair is
softer, my features less pronounced. In other
words, I am the best of what was my father
(and my mother) and at the same time I am
uniquely me.
§
What happens when clones decide to re—
produce the old—fashioned way. A clone
copulating with a person who has born in
the conventional manner has no earthly idea
what he may or may not be passing on to

authbrs.

the yet to be born child. The child would
essentially be a mutant. A mutation can
manifest itself in many ways. Altered facial
features, altered genetic matter, altered body
parts are all possibilities. This is scarily akin
to Strange Island ofDr. Moreau.
Some time ago a movie entitled TheBoys
fromBrazilfeatured a doctor during the Nazi
years whose obsession with racial purity led
him to clone little boys who all had blue
eyes. What I remember most about the
movie was how the little clones went awry,
and the doctor ultimately caused his own
destruction. Doctors today are much too
close to doing the same thing.
Oh, there‘s that silly argument that we
must not stifle research. Science must be al—
lowed to find new and hopefully better ways
to enhance our quality of life. Well folks,
there are limits. There‘s not enough room
on the palette for thoseof us born the natu—
ral way. Why should we bring more bodies
on board to add insult to injury. Research
scientists have a moral obligation to quit
when they are aware that their research is
getting out of hand.
All this is to say, it ain‘t right! Itjust ain‘t
right!

LP T—T—E—R §
The Triangle Journal News welcomes lettersfrom its readers.
_—Letters should be be as short as reasonable and typed ifpossible.
" Although names may be withheld on request, all letters should be
f signed and include a phone numberfor verification. Anonymous
letters will not beprinted. All letters are subject to editingfor
spelling, punctuation and grammar. However every effort will be
made to maintain the original intent ofthe writer.
. Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485 orfaxed to (901) 454—1411. Our e—
mail address is TJNmemphis @AOL.com.
S.P.1.T Attendee
Expresses Thanks
I wish to extend my thanks to the or—
ganizers and sponsors of the 4th annual
St. Patrick‘s Invitational Tournament
held in Memphis March 14—16, 1997.
We had good food, good drinks (love
that southern hospitality!), a fine house

to bowl in, and many good friends, new
and old.. So far this is the farthest I‘ve
traveled for a bowling tournament (from
Indianapolis), but I hope I can make the
return trip next year. Good work!
Roger A. Arms, aka Rogerbear
Indianapolis, Indiana
via America Online

Deadline for
MAY 1997 TJN: April 15
Publication Date: April 25
— Mail or Fax news releases, letters,
calendar items,
photos or contributions to:
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 — Memphis, TN —381 1 1—0485
Phone or Fax (901) 454—1411 OR
E—MAIL: TNmemphis@aol.com
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Senator Applies Leave

Law to Gay

Staffers as Part of Written
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
written office policy by New Jer—
sey Sen. Robert Torricelli that ex—
tends the family leave act to Gay
and Lesbian staff members may be
the first of its kind in Congress, a
homosexual rights group said.
"My general sense is that many

Lcsw

Joyce Schimenti,

Lesw

Specializing in

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

Spring Clean—up Time!
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*
*
*
*
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CARE
lTrucks Car Interiors

*
*
*
*

Steam Clean
Pretreat
Deoderizer
Disinfectant

Targeting Sexual Orientation
Smith said formalizing the
NEW YORK (AP) — Hate the national statistics were disturb—
policy is important because it crimes against homosexuals rose ing not only for the overall in—
shows that Torricelli‘s office will
by 6 percent across the nation, with crease, but also for "a severe
treat all its employees equally.
more than 2,500 incidents reported increase in the intensity of the vio—
Torricelli spokesman Jim Jordan
And while New York City was lence."
said the freshman Democrat
racking up a solid 39 percent de— _ She said bats and clubs had sur—
wanted to make sure his policy
crease in crime over the past three passed rocks and bottles as "the
was clear.
No. 1 weapons of choice for
"It‘s good practice to put all years, bias crimes based on sexual
orientation dipped here by only 2 homophobes."
personnel policies in writing," Jor—
Murders decreased, from 29 in
percent.
dan said.
The figures werereleased Mar. 1995 to 21 last year, but 12 of the
The 1993 Family and Medical
11 at a news conference of the New deaths were marked by a such a
Leave Act requires companies
York City Gay and Lesbian Anti— high level of brutality that they
with 50 or more employees to of— Violence Project and the National could be called "overkill," the re—
fer 12 weeks of unpaid leave
Coalition of Anti—Violence Pro— port said.
within a 12—month period during
City Councilman Tom Duane
grams. Their report was based on
family emergencies.
data gathered by local groups that said higher over—all numbers may
Among the provisions are car—
track crimes against homosexuals, well reflect better reporting, "but
ing for a newborn or adopted bisexuals and people with blurred it‘s still a tip of the iceberg," be—
child, the serious illness of a fam—
cause many targets of sex bias re—
sexual identities.
ily member, or inability to work
Rep. Charles Schumer, D—N.Y., main quiet rather than face
because of serious health prob— sponsor of federal law increasing embarrassment and unsympathetic
lems.
penalties for hate crime, called the police.
Conservative groups criticized
Only 37 percent of the crimes
decline in New York good news
Torricelli for extending the law.
but added "all New Yorkers de— compiled by the New York group
"This was a law developed for
had been reported to the police,
serve to be safer."
the purpose of ensuring that
In Washington, Attorney Gen— — Quinn said.
people can care for their families," eral Janet Reno issued a statement
Following New York in num—
said Kristi Hamrick, spokes— saying that prosecuting hate crime bers of sex—bias crimes and inci—
woman for the Family Research had a top priority and promising dents were San Francisco, 415; Los
Council. "It‘s inappropriate for a to "work to improve the ability of Angeles, 396; Columbus, Ohio,
senator to cheapen the meaning of the federal government to re— 186; El Paso, Texas, 176; Detroit,
family by saying family is a ‘fill
116; Chicago, 96; St. Louis, 44;
spond."
in the blank.‘ "
Around the country, 2,529 sex— Phoenix, 34; Santa Barbara—
Hamrick said Torricelli‘s deci— bias incidents were reported, com— Ventura, Calif., 30, and Cleveland,
sion might influence other law—
— pared to 2,395 in 1995. New York 11.
makers who favor Gay rights.
Tracking figures from the states
continued to have the most — 575
Smith said it‘s too early to tell if in 1996, down from 625 in 1995. were Minnesota, 227; Massachu—
other legislators will write simi—
Christine Quinn, executive di— setts, 161; and Virginia, 55.
lar office policies.
rector of the New York group, said

Policy

offices in the House and Senate
do offer this benefit to employees
in an informal manner," David
Smith, spokesman for the Human
Rights Campaign, said Wednes—
day. "Senator Torricelli has gone
the extra step and placed that
policy in writing."

Sheridan Lambe,

Six Percent Rise In Crimes

Furniture Moved
Stain Removal
Rust Removal
Pet Odor Control

Experts: Bomb—Claim Letter Writer

Likely One Man, Not Group
It probably was written by one
ATLANTA (AP) — One angry handwriting experts say.
man, not a group, likely wrote a
The writer is a racist and is methodical and systematic person,
letter claiming responsibility for against feminists, Gays and law a rural or suburban type with spotty
the bombings of an abortion clinic enforcement, said Michael employment, Rustigan said.
"The war here is not specifically
and a Gay and Lesbian nightclub, Rustigan, a criminology professor
at San Francisco State University. against Gays or abortion facilities.
The letter, sent to various news It‘s a general militia theme of ha—
outlets
in the city in February, pur— tred of a government," Rustigan
Living Woro
ported to be from the Army of God, said.
Catherine Lane, a certified
a name associated with an under—
Christian Church
handwriting
examiner with a spe—
ground manual on terrorizing abor—
cialty in behavior profiling, said
tion clinics.
J. Kyle Dearen, Pastor
However, investigators have the letter‘s large block print shows
questioned the authenticity of the someone with poor concentration
340 N.Garlando
letter‘s claim of responsibility for skills, but an extroverted person—
Memphis., TN 38104
twin blasts at the clinic in January ality with a desire to be heard.
"He doesn‘t want to follow
Phone 276—0577
and the Feb. 21 bombing of the
nightclub, which injured a total of society‘s rules," Ms. Lane said.
10 a.m.
Sunday Morning
12 people.
6 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7 p.m.
Wednesday Evening

L
Carpeteuaro Avairasie
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
24 Hour Service®
327—6165
LEE WATSON
FREE ESTIMATES
Owner

Politically Incorrect Gay Joke
for April Fool‘s Day:

"Call unto me, and I will answer thee, and shew thee
great and mighty things, which thou knowest not."

Question: What is the difference
between a Gay man and a mosquito?

Jeremiah 33:3 KJV
Answer: A mosquito stops sucking

Join us as we worship and praise Jesus, our Lord!
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when you slap it.

riticism s
Attorney Defended After Sexual OrientationC
of her sexual orientation. But
was very hateful and completely The article focused on tion
tation
has
nothing
to
do
with
her
SALT
LAKE
CITY
(AP)
—
Marquardt
said she had "been out
Marquardt‘s
work
as
an
attorney
inconsistent with everything that and volunteer, which spans 20 for some time;
ability
to
practice
law
or
to
be
an
Utah
Attorney
General
Jan
Gra—
we
as
Utah
lawyers
stand
for."
By Gould wrote he was upset that years in Utah. She is the former thing you expect."I guess it‘s some—
ofthebar.
member
outstanding
ham
and
other
prominent
lawyers
have
come
to theattacked
defenseinofprint
an— contrast,one‘seligibilitytopartici—
of the Weber County Bar Marquardt does not plan to re—
VoirDire would "hold this personof president
pate
in
civilizedsociety,
much
less
other
attorney
Association
and has served on two spond to the letter with one of her
(Marquardt) up as some kind bar committees
substantially
practice law,by isbigotry
overVoirDire,
her sexuala semiannual
orientation. publi— tocompromised
examining attor— own. "My life speaks for itself,"
typi—
is
who
role model or someone
and
in—
ney
ethics
and
discipline;
she is she said.
profession."
our
of
best
the
cal of
sensitivity.
Intolerance
has
no
cation
ofthe
Litigation
Section
of
Gould refused to comment
also
known
in
the
Ogden
commu—
Thejournal
devoted
a
full
page
place
in
our
profession,"
the
letter
theter Utah
StateBar,publishedalet—
other
than to say his letter spoke
nity
for
her
devotion
to
several
to Marquardt under the headline, charitable organizations.
stated.
from
Ogden
lawyer
Mark
H.
for
itself.
:
"A Credit to the Profession," in its The article made no direct men—
Graham
signed
the
letter
along
Gould
which
criticized
the
winter
1996
edition.
121 other attorneys,
includ—
journal‘s
decision
to spotlight at— with
Mark
Attorney
WeberCounty
ing
torney
Jane
Marquardt.
civilattor—
andprominent
DeCaria,
Gould
wrote
that
Marquardt
is
neys
DaleRandy
A. Kimball,
David
K.
an"shares
admitted
homosexual
who
Watkiss,
L.
Dryer,
Stephen
a
lifestyle
which
is
en—
Jeffrey
J. L.Hunt,
Peter
dorsed
by only a very small per— W.B. Nebeker,
Sullivan.
Alan
and
Billings
centageofpeople.Thosewhoenter
Several former bar presidents,
into thisandlifestyle
are behaving il— includingPaulT.MoxleyandDen—
legally
immorally."
nis V. Haslam;
Assistant
U.S.
At—
The6,000
journalmembers
was sentof theto more
torney
Brooke
C.
Wells,
and
Salt
than
Utah
ors Barbara |
prosecutJ. Christensen
CountyMichael
in earlyreceived
February.dozens
Edi— J.LakeByrne,
torofStateletters
KateBarToomey
Mann alsosignedthe
responding to Gould‘s andTrinaA.
letter.
correspondence.
It willletterssubmitted
appear in the Utah
Bar
Thenegative
overwhelming
response
Journal;
by
indi—
was
and
prompted
Salt
willsummer
be published
Lake attorney
Francis M. invidualVoirattorneys
[T1 C
Dire‘s
issue,
Wikstrom
andotherstocirculatea
Toomey
said.said Gould‘s letter
letter
condemning
Gould‘s
posi—
Graham
tion."Ms. Marquardt‘ssexualorien— "made me very sad. I thought it
TYT
MEAN [c

"Whenyou arebuyingorsellingahome,
Ican make a difference!"
Callme andletme showyou how." _
RandyWilde
Randy Wilder
725—1818
Home
533—0620
Pager
278—4380 Office
SOWwWEILLE&
Pr
® — k — a s ac tCOMPANY
— &—m—&
54 South Coope MLS
Memphis, TN 38104

RC E C P H CL ®
(£ COUNTRY WESTERKX SOCIAL DANCE CLUB)
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MADISON FLAME
1588 MADISON
278—9839 .
THURSDAYS 8—11PM
FOR
FREE COUXTEY DANCE LESSOKS

A DISCREET MEET |
MASSAGE SALON
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST GAY & BISEXUAL
MASSAGE SALON & ESCORT SERVICE
3247 NORTH WATKINS
357—5488

aarri
aprec

. SAME WONDERFUL DANCING!

& NOW HIRING — MEN & WOMEN. g
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Once A Political Showcase, St. Patrick‘s Parade Now Often Boycotted
structure
wasCarroll,
Irish. Now
it‘s not,"
By
Michael
Blood
said
Maurice
aQuinnipiac
Associated Press Writer College pollster.
community isn‘t smart,
NEW
YORK
(AP)
—The
pro—
gramforthe
1965
St. Patrick‘sDay
Parade
gives
a
glimpse
of the po—
litical
importance
the
celebration
once acommanded.
Thegovernment
guest list
was
roll
call
of
power,York‘s
including
the mayor
and
New
governor
but
also
governors
from
New Jersey and
Connecticut
as
well.
In 1948,
President
Harry
Truman
was
on
the
reviewing
stand.
Robert
F. Kennedymarchwas
attended
twicein
thesixties.The
for years a requisite
date
on any
candidate‘s
calendar,
a
showcase
for politicianswithhoping
to make
an
impression
thecity‘s
influen—
tialButbloclikeof Irish
voters.Hall before
Tammany
it, the parade‘s
political signifi—
cancehas
waned.
Underscoring
shiftingfourDemo—
political
dynamics,
threeofthe
cratic
mayoral
candidates
boy—a
cotted
Monday‘s
parade
—
decision that would have beenago,al—
mostunthinkableageneration
particularly
in an election
year.
The
candidates
each
stayed
away
to
protest
the
exclusion
of a
homosexualorganization
fromthe
march.Butbeyondthedebateover
the
group‘s rights, their decisions
speaktothediminishedcloutofthe
Irish inandNewtheYork
Democratic
politics
influence
ofGays
and Lesbians.
point,thethecity
city political
govern—
ment"AtwasoneIrish,
Today, "to alien—
ate the Gay
especnally in a Democratic pri—
mary.‘
The controversy over the exclu—
sion of the Irish Lesbian and Gay
Organization dates to 1991, and
since that time various politicians
have boycotted the parade or de—
clared other reasons to stay away,
like former Gov. Mario Cuomo,
who was a no—show in 1992 and
1993.
U.S. Sen. Daniel Moynihan, D—
N.Y., who for years hosted a St.
Patrick‘s Day breakfast prior to the
parade, hasn‘t held one since 1991.
But the absence of allbut one
of the Democratic mayoral candi—
dates — city Councilman Sal
Albanese of Brooklyn did march
— was a glaring reminder of how
the significance of the parade has
changed.
At the turn of the century,
nearly one—in—four New Yorkers
was Irish by birth or descent. Their
prominence could be witnessed in
Tammany Hall, the political ma—
chine that dominated city politics
for decades until it was weakened
by corruption scandals.
But by 1990, residents who
claimed Irish birth or descent rep—
resented only 7.3 percent of the
city population, census figures
show. That was a 17 percent drop
from 1980.
The source of new immigrants
is also far different from the 19th
century, when Irish immigration
exploded. An immigrant today is

nine times more likely to come
from the Dominican Republic than
from Ireland, for example.
"At one time, in the last generation, the Irish Catholic vote in New
York City was a dominant bloc,"
said Democratic consultant Hank
Morris, who has worked with city
Comptroller Alan Hevesi and U.S.
Rep. Charles Schumer, D—N.Y.
The Irish voting bloc is still sig—
nificant "but it‘s not normally go—
ing to elect somebody or stop
somebody from being elected," he
added.
In 1992, then—Mayor David
Dinkins boycotted the march in
protest over the exclusion of
ILGO, apparently the first time
since the 1920s that a mayor had
missed the St. Patrick‘s Day Pa—
rade. He also stayed away in 1993.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, who
derives a large part of his political
support from white voters,
marched as a candidate in 1993 and
each year since taking office in
1994.
§
And the parade still attracts
many politicians and celebrities,
including Gov. George Pataki and
Lt. Gov. Betsy McCaughey Ross
this year..
Strategists said the absence of
mayoral candidates Manhattan
Borough
President
Ruth
Messinger, Bronx Borough Presi—
dent Fernando Ferrer and the Rev.
Al Sharpton highlights the fact that
Giuliani is likely to win the Irish
Catholic vote in November, while
Gays and Lesbians have become
better organized and more visible
in Democratic circles.

Come and feast with us!
Events
April 13, Health Fair, 1:00 — 3:00 pm.
April 27, Aphrodite Fundraiser 9:00 pm, WKRB

There is a place at the table for you.

Scheduled Services
Sundays:

10:00 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 am. Holy Communion
7:00 pam. Sunday Evening Program
Wednesdays:
heals rather than tears apart, uses compassion
7:00 pm. Wednesday Night Program
rather than fearor ignorance,
Celebrate with us the life of Jesus

LMM Spring Affair, 8:00 p.m. — Midnight
May4, Hope Outshines The
Dxrhmﬂ00 pm. the one who includesrather than excludes,

Holy Trinity Community Church

1559 Madison Ave., Memphis, TN 38104, 901/726—9443, Rev. Timothy
Meadows, M.Div., Senior Pastor
6 — Triangle Journal News — April1997

A Messinger spokesman,
Leland Jones, indicated that the
candidate wasn‘t concerned with
any possible fallout from skipping
the parade. He pointed out that she
marched in St. Patrick‘s Day cel—
ebrations in Brooklyn and on
Staten Island.
"One of the things the Irish have

always admired, I think, are pub—
lic officials who take principled
stands. Ruth took a principled
stand," he said. "We are not rebuff—
ing the Irish."
The last mayor with Irish heri—
tage was Robert F. Wagner, who
served from 1954 to 1965.

Homosexuals Discuss Aid

For Gay Victims of Nazis
By Alexander G Higgins
Associated Press Writer

GENEVA (AP) — A homo—
sexual delegation met with Swiss
officials Feb. 27 to discuss inclu—
sion of Gays in a new $71 million
humanitarian fund to aid needy
victims of the Nazis.
Homosexuals were sent to Nazi
concentration camps and extermi—
nated, along with Jews, gypsies,
Slavs and communists.
The meeting in the Swiss capi—
tal Bern, a day after the Swiss gov—
ernment formally founded the
fund, underscored that aid will go
to all Nazi victims, regardless of
race or religion or political or
sexual orientation.
The umbrella Gay organization
Pink Cross said it welcomed the
fact that the fund intended to treat
all surviving victims equally.
"We had the feeling that we
were met with open ears," said
Pink Cross spokesman Rolf
Gerber. He said the meetmg with
with the government‘s task force
on Holocaust victims was "very
open and productive."
The organization will see to it
that needy homosexual victims of
Nazi violence are put in touch with
the fund‘s administrators, Gerber
said.
So far only the largest Swiss
banks have donated money to the
fund, but insurance companies and
other firms as well as the Swiss
government may give later.
Officials said that it would take
several weeks to organize the ac—
count so that the first payments can
be made.
Even as the humanitarian fund
is being set up, researchers are un—
covering more details about those
who died in the war and the perpe—
trators — as well as their links to
neutral Switzerland.
Expert investigators heard this
week that there is evidence that a
top official of a major German
bank dealt extensively on the black
market — from a base in a posh
Zurich hotel — in jewels, bank
notes and gold coins looted by the
Nazis.
And a 146—page report prepared
by Swiss historians for investiga—
tors documents cases of relatives
running into a stone wall in trying
to claim their inheritance from as—
sets in Switzerland.

Under heavy international pres—
sure, Switzerland is undertaking a
thorough review of its wartime role
to see whether compensation
should be paid to Holocaust vic—
tims or their heirs for any Swiss
wrongs.
Jewish organizations claim that
Swiss banks hold up to $7 billion
in assets and interest due to vic—
tims of the Holocaust.
Meanwhile, more facts and
names continued to trickle out
from archives.
Swiss economist—journalist
Gian Trepp reported in Bern that
he found evidence about the activi—
ties of Alfred Kurzmeyer, the
Swiss—born director of interna—
tional operations of the Deutsche
Bank.
Trepp, who has written exten—
sively about Nazi gold transfers,
said he found official archive ma—
terial that Kurzmeyer returned to
Switzerland in the summer of
1944.
The country was the only Eu—
ropean source of a convertible cur—
rency for the Nazis and Kurzmeyer
opened a branch of the bank in a
suite of the Savoy Hotel on
Zurich‘s prestigious Paradeplatz,
Trepp said.
Police wiretaps showed that he
had other enterprises as well on the
side, Trepp said, adding that he
sold jewelry and other possessions
confiscated from Holocaust vic—
tims.
A report prepared for the task
force by historians Peter Hug and
Marc Perrenoud, meanwhile, cites
the difficulties heirs of Holocaust
victims have in claiming assets in
Switzerland.
Cases included unclaimed as—
sets being absorbed by a bank and
government officials failing to pass
on details of claims from commu—
nist—controlled Eastern Europe.
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‘Klss-In Aimed at Promoting‘Tolerance for Couples of All Sexualltles
"We‘renotgoingtogetourown
Diem says
he risked beingbars
un— He and the protest organizer, a test, he‘ll tolerate no "heavy mak—
By
Jean
H
Lee
island,"
he
said.
"We‘re
all
going
welcome
atoneofhisfavorite
22—year—old who goes by the Ti— ing out" by anyone, Gay or:
Associated Press Writer to have to learn to get along." to make the point that discrimina— betan
name J‘Tao, invited Gay, straight.
Hewasamonga
handful
ofSan
tion
—
against
Gays
or
straights
bisexual
and straight San "It‘s evolvedinto its own little
SAN
FRANCISCO
(AP)
—
Franciscanswho
puckered
up
Mar.
—
is
wrong.
Franciscans
to the kiss—in, which tornado," he said. "At least it‘s
. boyfriend
Christopher—Diem
smooched
his
19
outsideThe
Cafe,
the
bar
in
the
"Thefactthatanothercommunity
never
actually
made it into the sec— brought a lotof issues to light.
and
a
female
friend
city‘s
predominantly
Gay
Castro
isdoingsomethingwrongisnotfree
ond—story
bar.
Maybe straight people will go to
—wrongforkickingastraightcouple
outside a Gay bar he says was District that booted a straight licensetodothesamething,"hesaid. "The last straight people I think Gay
bars and be a little more sen—
couple
caught
kissing
there
last
"Mommaalwayssays,
‘Twowrongs
we
should
be
discriminating
sitive."
out for kissing.
‘summer.
don‘t make a right.""
against are the ones who come to Cynthia Goldstein, the Human

852 S. Cooper Memphis TN. 38104
(901) 272—2853

Exotic Orchid Varieties
These Thrive on Very Little Care

the Castro to have fun," said J‘Tao,
who is bisexual. "What would
(former Gay Supervisor) Harvey
Milk say?"
Not to be outdone, The Cafe‘s
manager, Morgan Gorrono,
planned his own kissing contest—
open to anyone — with a $100
prize.
"There‘s not a discriminatory
bone in my body," said the man—
ager, who ejected a group of four
people last August because two of
them — a man and a woman —
were deep into a kiss.
Gorrono says he cameup with
a "no straight make—out" policy
after Gay patrons complained that
seeing heterosexual couples kiss in
The Cafe was an insult when
straights have their pick ofany bar
in the city.
But when a Gay friend who was
with the couple accused the bar of
discrimination, taking the issue to
the Human Rights Commission,
Gorrono revised the policy.
After the Feb. 19 kissing con—

Rights Commission attorney who
worked out the new policy with
Gorrono, sounded almost embar—
rassed that this particular case of
discrimination had become such a
big deal.
"Almost all of the cases I re—
ceive are from same—sex couples
experiencing harassment," she
said. "There aren‘t a lot of (Gay)
people making out (in public) be—
cause it‘s too dangerous — it‘s
more holding hands, a kiss on the
cheek, a quick kiss on the lips."
Michael Metzger, who lives in
the Castro, says he agreesGay—on—
straight discrimination is wrong.
But he says Gays are protective of
the only neighborhood where they
feel safe.
"It doesn‘t bother me to see
straight people kissing, but emo—
tionally, there‘s a part of me that
likes having my own place," he
said. "This is the only place in the
world that I can be as open with
my boyfriend as any girlfriend can
with her boyfriend."

men

Tus v

After Prodding, Christian
Coalition Condemns Bombing
WASHINGTON (AP) —A day "Today, some people of faith
after its silence was questioned by cite the Bible tojustify abhorrence
a Gay—rights group, the Christian of Gay people," Birch said in her
Coalition condemned as "indefen— letter to Reed. "I urge you to join
sible terrorism and cowardice" the _ with other leaders in condemning
bombing of a predominantly Gay this bombing and, I hope, foster—
and Lesbian bar in Atlanta in Feb— ing an America where it is unac—
Notice to Gardeners ruary.
ceptable to vilify people because
Christian Coalition executive of their sexual orientations."
Our Courtyard is Open director Ralph Reed, in a state— In a response to Birch, Reed
ment, said the conservative orga— said he was traveling on Friday
nization "condemns as abhorrent when the bombing occurred. Birch
and
and unacceptable the use of vio— later commended Reed‘s statement
lence or terror to advance the pro— and said she hoped "this signals a
Stocked!!!!!
family cause or its values."
willingness on his part to work to—
"We urge all those involved in ward protecting the sanctity of all
YEA!!
the often contentious disagree— American families — including
ments over the family and the state Gay and Lesbian families."
ofour culture to speak out for their Another organization often at
values using what Martin Luther lodds withtheChristian Coalition,
King called the weapons of love, however, called Reed‘s action
& #
not the weapons of violence and hypocrltlcal
terror," Reed said.
Barry Lynn, executlvc dlrector
Atlanta officials have raised the of Americans United for Separa
possibility that the bombing was tion of Church and—State, said the
related to a Jan. 16 explosion at an Christian Coalition through its
abortion clinic in suburban Atlanta, publications promoted the sale of
because the bombs used in the at— Legislating Immorality, a book that
tacks were similar. _
calls for the death penalty for ho—
Visa/lMC/Disc/AE
Elizabeth Birch, executive di— mosexuals.
rector of the Human Rights Cam— "Here is Ralph Reed selling
Tues—Sat
Sun
paign, sent a letter to Reed on hate literature ... at the same time
Tuesday asking why the Christian he says that violence is never jus—
Coalition had not rushed to
tified," Lynn said. "I do not re—
10am—6pm 1pm—5pm
demn the bar bombing as it had to member Martin Luther King
peddling hate literature."
— criticize the clinic attack.
a — Triangle Journal News — April1997
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Blow Out Party!

Sunday, April20th
Og,
Open tillClose
Co,.
Food Specials
$
—

_ Dart Tournament
<] —— —8 p.m. — $3® Entry

8 p.m. — $3®° Entry

%

7

Taesday

ay nf=}
ursdname
poolTlhTlour

LADIES

Sun— day
3 p.m. —
Noon
$2" Pitcher Beer

Wednesday
_ Bucket Night
5 Beers $7®°

| Kitchena Alwayse Open
7

Daily Specials

Attorney Says Trial Will

Lambda Defends Gay Father

Be ‘Blood Bath‘

in Ohio Custody Dispute
CHICAGO Seeking to ensure
that child custody rulings are not
affected by prejudice against Les—
bian and Gay parents, Lambda Le—
gal Defense and Education Fund
told an Ohio state appeals court
that a Gay father should keep cus—
tody of his son because he is the
best parent for the child.
After raising the child until he
was 10, Herbert Inscoe, Sr., lost
custody of his son Herbie to his
former wife in 1995 solely for be—
ing openly Gay.

Substantial evidence showed
that Herbie was doing well living
with his father, his father‘s part—
ner and his half—sister.
Oral Argument in Inscoe v.
Inscoe was heard before a panel of
three judges in the Fourth District
of the Ohio Court of Appeals on
Feb. 27.
"Anti—Gay prejudice should not
be allowed to break up families,"
said Patricia M. Logue, managing
attorney for Lambda‘s Midwest
Regional Office in Chicago, who

Study Finds Gay Men Still

will argue the case. "Herbert
Inscoe has proved to be a devoted
father, and he, his partner and his
daughter provide a loving home for
Herbie," Logue said.
In 1996, Lambda persuaded the
Court of Appeals to restore custody
to the father pending his appeal
because Mr. Inscoe‘s ex—wife had
denied him all visitation. He was
threatened with violence and found
his son living in deplorable condi—
tions when he sought to enforce his
right to visit his son.

Reluctant to

Ask Partner about HIV Status

SANthough
FRANCISCO
(AP)
—
Even
their
lives
may
de—
pend
on the answer, Gay men
are
stillreluctanttoasksexual
partners
their
HIV status, according to a
newTheSan
study.
FranciscoAIDS Foun—
dationlookat92mensuggeststhat
those
whooften
engage
in not
unprotected
anal
sex
do
so
because
ofawarenessofHIV,
a lack of condoms
or
poorof
but
because
misguided assumptions about
_whethertheirpartnersareinfected.
Manyoftenof theguessed
Gay men
in thea
study
at
what
partner‘s
HIVfactors
statusasmight
be,
based
on
such
his
living
conditions,HIV—related
physical appearance,
whether
drugs were
visibleandwhetherhetalkedabout
his"To
future.ask or say whether you‘re
sero—positiveorsero—negative
is to
swim
upstream
in
the
Gay
male
culture,
and Ineed
thinktowediscuss
in the why
Gay
community
we havethis difficulty,"Prevention
Ron Stall
oftheCenterforAIDS
Studies
(CAPS)atofSanthe Francisco,
University
ofwhich
California
conducted the study, said
Monday.
TheAIDS
studyeducators
also supports
what
many
have
been
saying
for
several
years:
One—di—
mensional
safe—sex
messages
are
not
always
effective
in
overcom—
ingthecomplex emotional and so—

cial factors
thatAIDS
affectprevention
sexual ac—
tivity.
Some
groups relyinformation
less on providing
ex—
tensive
about
con—
doms
in favor
of addressing
deep—rooted
psychological
issues
and
encouraging
open
discussion
among
sexualFoundationcommis—
partners.
TheAIDS
sioned
thestudy
studyinvolved
from CAPS
last
year.
The
in—depth
interviews
with
92SanGayFrancisco
and bi—
sexual
men
from
and was designed
to explore
why
some—men
still engage
in unpro—.
tectedanal
sexdespitethedangers.
Theresearchersfoundthat
Gay
men
who
reported
having
unsafe
sexusedcondomsmostofthetime
but
occasionally
did not. The un—
safe
episodesoftenoccurredwhen
the
men
wereissues,
dealingsuchwithasdeaths
diffi—
cult
personal
offeelingsofsocial
lovers and friends
from along—
AIDS,
isolation,
ing for intimacy and low self—es—
teem.
Sometimes,
the
study con—
cludes,
the
need
to
alleviate
psy—
chological
pain
overwhelms
rational
judgment.
"The
concern
is not that needs
many
use
sex
to
fulfill
emotional
but
thatinclined
whentotheyengage
do, intheyunsafe
are
more
sexual
practices,"
saidFoundation‘s
MacArthur
Flournoy,
the
AIDS
director
"More ofat
those whoof prevention.
placed themselves

TJN CAN BE
REACHED BY
— E—MAIL
TJNMEMPHIS@
AOL.COM

'

risk were experiencing significant
emotional difficulty and could not
identify a way to deal with that
pain in a manner that was not inju—
rious to themselves."
AIDS educators estimate that
up to half of thetens of thousands
of Gay and bisexual men in San
Francisco are HIV—positive, and
about 650 more are expected to
become infected this year. While
that represents a huge drop from
the rate of new infections in the
mid—1980s, it is much greater than
—the zero—infection rate that health
officials want to see.
The AIDS Foundation and
CAPS decided to release the results —
to coincide with the opening of the
Ninth Annual AIDS Update Con—
ference in San Francisco.

Larry Timmerman

RC

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Joseph
John Mondeau wiped tears from
his face as a prosecutor described
how the bait shop owner threatened
to tell the Roman Catholic Diocese
about his homosexual relationship
with an elderly priest.
Mondeau, 36, was formally
charged Mar. 17 with extorting
more than $200,000 from the priest
between 1994 and 1996 by threat—
ening to expose their sexual rela—
tionship.
Prosecutor Anthony Arena said
some of the money the Rev.
Simeon Gardner, 70, stole from St.
Mary‘s Catholic Church in Lutz to
giveto Mondeau came from the
"Helping Hands"collection for the
poor.
:
After Mondeau was told to turn
himself in to jail on grand theft and
extortion charges, he ran from the
TV cameras that pursued him out—
side the courthouse, not even stop—
ping when his baseball cap flew
from his head.
His lawyer, Norman Cannella,
had some fighting words for the
prosecutor, the church and the
now—retired priest, who is charged
with grand theft but is expected to
get a plea deal for his testimony
against Mondeau.
"The Catholic Church willlose
its integrity. They will be dis—
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Q)" Over 40 Quality Antique Dealers!
2563 Summer Avenue « Memphis, Tennessee &
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graced," Cannella said outside the
courtroom. "They will regret the
day this man was taken into cus—
tody.
"It‘s going to be a blood bath,"
Cannella said. "Standby."
Prosecutor Arena said the case
"involves sensitive issues that ul—
timately won‘t look good for any
of the people involved."
Gardner told investigators that
Mondeau, whom he had never met
before, approached him in 1994 to
ask for money for overdue bills.
The two later had a sexual encoun—
ter, and their affair lasted more
than a year, with meetings at
Mondeau‘s Odessa home.
The priest told investigators
Mondeau demanded larger
amounts of money and threatened
to expose their relationship. Inves—
tigators said Mondeau also threat—
ened Gardner with audio and
videotapes he said he made oftheir
sexual encounters.
Défense attorney Mark Ober
said the men did have "a relation—
ship" and Mondeau did take
money, but that it was given to him
as a gift.
Heinrich set bail for Mondeau
at $10,000. Mondeau posted bail
and left the jail. No trial date has
_ beenset.
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Rodeo In The Rock Set for April 25—27
Submitted by
Diamond State Rodeo Assoc.

away $8,000 to the four AIDS
service organizations.

The Diamond State Rodeo

This year‘s rodeo will be tak—
ing place April 25—27 at the Ar—

Association is proud to present
Rodeo In The Rock ‘97. The

kansas State Fairgrounds. The
host hotel will be the Little

rodeo is an AIDS charity fund—
raiser for central Arkansas
AIDS service organizations.
The rodeo will be the fourth

Rock Hilton Inn. Room prices
are $69. Please call 1—501—
664,5020 and ask for the DSRA
room rate.

successful rodeo in as many
years.
Last year‘s rodeo brought in
118 contestants from all over
the United States. With out—
standing support from the com—
munity, DSRA was able to give

Rodeo registration will be
from 6—9 p.m. on Friday night,
Apt. 25. Rodeo events are
scheduled to start Saturday
morning at 9 a.m. This time is
subject to change. The second
round of events will begin on

We provide a broad range of Internet Services to meet your needs.
Internet Access from 28,800 baud dial—up to 64K baud ISDN.
Unmetered Service — Never Any Connect Time Charges!

We strtve to be the best, not the biggest.
—http://www.vantek.net
Vantek InterNet Connect
fnter —ner: comyeor lc
P.O. Box 111324
Memphis, TN 38111—1324

[011 324—4999 e—mail: vtadmin@vantek.net
Memphis
Gay & Lesbian
Switchboard
324—4297
24 Hours
a 7:30
Day— 11_ p.m. .
Live
Operators
Nightly
ComputerVoice—Mail
Information atothertimes
Information,
Counseling,
Referral‘
Now celebrating our 20th year ofoperation!
FreeBecome a Switchboard Volunteer

Training Work from the Comfort of
your home! ‘Call 454—1411 for details.
A service of the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,
A
a non—profit, federally tax-exempt organization.

Jeff Vann, 18—year member of Tsarus, died
March 17 of liver disease. His devotion to Tsarus

Memphis‘ oldest leather—levi club, was lifelong and
complete.
His property in WestTennessee has been the site
of Tsarus‘ AIDA run for most of its 19 years. He
was strongly active in the annual Man of the Year
banquet and in many fund raisers in which the club
participated.
He leaves his partner of 26 years, Wayne
"Skeeter" Hamby of Jackson, Tenn., his mother
Marilyn Haines of Nebraska; four Slsters Vicki
Haines of Lincoln, Neb., Pat Hamilton of
Collierville, Tenn,; Betty Peeples of Olive Branch,
Miss.; and a brother, Justin Haines of Seward, Neb.
A memorlal service was held at Holy Tnmty
Community Church on Mar. 25.The family requests
that any memorials be sent to Friends For Life, Lov—
ing Arms or Lifeblood.

At The Caring Center
by Vincent Astor

At a time where affection and
human contact may be some of
The Caring Center, a weekly the best medicine, for a variety
healing experience, has been in of reasons it may be the least
operation since October of 1996 available. It is the intent of the
at First Congregational Church. Center to emphasize the word
Its purpose provides a heal— "caring."
ing atmosphere for those suffer—
Volunteers work in teams, a
ing from catastrophic illness. mixture of male and female, ar—
People living with HIV or AIDS ranged similar to massage
are encouraged to come as are therapy. Clients are made com—
those suffering from cancer or — fortable, but keep fully clothed
other catastrophic illness.
and there is not the same kind
Caregivers are especially of muscular manipulation as
welcome and can receive a massage.
similar experience as those for
One client experienced a
whom they care, even in the gentle laying on of hands, with
same evening.
It is a quiet place, with medi—
tative music and soft lighting.
The atmosphere of sanctuary is
amplified by the volunteers who
oro
practice a variety of alternative,
touch—related healing traditions.
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We can digitally sean any photo and
provide itto you on your disk or e—mail.
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Alternative Healing Available

Need a

only $5.00 per scan
(Additional scans $3.50 ea. during same session)

Jeff Haines Vann

229—5877

>}/

Internet Service You Can Afford!

Sunday morning at a time to be
announced.
_
Both nights DSRA will be
hosting parties at the host hotel
with live entertainment.
Rodeo events range from the
standard barrel racing and pole
bending to the ever—so—exciting
bull riding and bareback bronc
riding for men and women to
your not—so—usual goat dressing,
wild drag and steer deco.
If you‘ve never witnessed an
International Gay Rodeo Asso—
ciation—sanctioned
rodeo
you‘ve missed a great time with
a great group of people. We
strongly suggest you make the
short trip to Little Rock and find
out what all the fuss is about.
The major sponsor for the ro—
deo is Miller Lite which spon—
sors Gay rodeos across the
country.

one chest.
personTheeachendat result
head, wasfeet
anddescribed
as simply being
cradledandcaredforandabout.
Morethanoneformofsuch
touchtherapymaybeavailable
during
any one teveningat
theto
CaringCenter.I
s
purposei
s
create an atmosphere to foster
healingandasenseofwell—be—
ingby caring physical contact
withanotherhuman.
TheTuesday
Caring Center
is open
every
from
7—9
p.m.
andby volunteers.
is fre . It isItstaffed
solely
is located
at
First
Congregational
Church
WatkinsandEastmoreland.

Greenwood
Hollow Ridge
Ozark Bed & Breakfast
Exclusive Resort for Men & Women
Hot Tub « Country Club Privileges
Rt. 4, Box 155
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501) 253—5283

+o Arora

rac
or
e hs
tive Health Human Beings Care

Safe Harbor (Jackson, Tenn.), and others. Ser—
<< vice asanindividual or a congre—.
Continued from page 1
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Above: The Chapel of the Good
Shepherd altar at Union Ave. UMC.

Memphis Round Up on The River January 1998
There Is a Solution
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT
Planning is now in progress for Memphis‘ finest Lesbian/Gay
Convention. Meetings are the last Sunday
Safe Harbor MCC will begin worshiping at Union Ave. United

Methodist Church on Easter Sunday.

Gaybonics:
_ Commentary by Ira L. King
Much ado has been made
over the California school
system‘s intent to introduce
Ebonics to its curriculum. This
was thought necessary to help
ethnic students in their quest to
better speak the "Queen‘s" En—
glish. Well depending on which
"queen" they were referring to,
perhaps they should have con—
sidered teaching "Gaybonics"
instead of Ebonics.
A line from a conversation
heard in a bar recently goes
something like this: "Girl, you
know what she did. Honey, Miss
Thang just went off!" This was
not a conversation between two
women; rather, it was two men.
In the Gay community there are
not many things we can truly
call our own. However, this is
not true when it comes to speak—
ing our own language. I must
admit up—front that I can only
speak from a Gay male‘s per—
spective. I do not frequent the
Lesbian bars or do much social—
izing with Lesbians, so I can—
not speak intelligently about
language within their world.
When I first ventured into the
Gay community, I thought

of every month at 1:30 p.m. at the Lambda Center,
1488 Madison Avenue. Call 276—7379 for more information.

A Language all our own
sexual orientation would be the
only thing that separated us
from the rest of society. I never
dreamed that there is a language
that goes with being Gay.
Words like "family," "bull
dyke," "tops and bottoms," and
many, many more were foreign
to my linguistic experience.
Hearing men referred to as
"she," "her" or "girl" really
caught me off—guard. I am not
sure that I have accepted this
sub—language yet.
There is something about
calling a man "she" that just
rubs me the wrong way. I know
that among drag queens this is
a common practice. As long as
the man is in a dress and pre—
tending to be someone other
than himself, female references
are OK and logical. Outside the
drag world however, I still find
no reason to refer to a being
with external plumbing as "she"
or "girl." This is a personal pref—
erence, but one I find that many
men share with me.
At the risk of sounding hypo—
critical, however, I must admit
that there are times when refer—
ring to a man as "she" is very
convenient. For instance, when
talking with an acquaintance on
the phone who is unaware of

your orientation and wants to
know how your love life is go—
ing. You can call this deceit if
you want to, but there are some
things that some people are bet—
ter off not knowing. In such
cases, referring to your date or
boyfriend in the feminine ver—
nacular is quite harmless. This
is also true in work environ—
ments where knowledge of
one‘s sexual orientation could
lead to harassment or even dis—
missal.
Referring to men as having
"PMS" has been a very conve—
nient thing. When your boy—
friend or lover is in a sait and
you are on the receiving end,
blaming PMS is a wonderful
scapegoat.
If you don‘t understand "tops
and bottoms," you have no busi—
ness calling yourself Gay.
My friends are now referring
to me as "married" because I
have a boyfriend. I guess that
means I‘m off the market (at
least that‘s what I was told). I
don‘t know if I can get used to
being referred to as my
partner‘s "husband" (or
"wife"), as is common in Gay
relationships. For now, I think
I prefer being his partner. Part—
ner is very non—gender specific.

I would not like a title or desig— inflated sense of his (or her)
nation that would de—masculate own self—worth. "Miss Thang"
either of us.
— rarely sees himself (or herself)
Perhaps the most endearing as others see him.
§
word in the world of Gaybonics
Gaybonics is a constantly
is "family." "Family"started as evolving language that changes
a code word among people in as buzzwords and attitudes of
the military in the late 50s and the times dictate. Gaybonics is
early 60s. Asking if one were not dependent on correct spell—
family was a way of identify— ing, proper pronunciation,
ing other Gay men without re— grammatical correctness or po—
vealing either party‘s orienta— litical correctness. I am sure that
tion. This saved many from be— there are many more words,
ing kicked out of the military. phrases and sayings that are
Today "family" is still the key peculiar to the Gay and Lesbian
word to use when strolling community as — we know it. I
through shopping malls or spot— welcome the input of the TIN
ting Gays in restaurants and the— readership in compiling a
aters. "Oh look! There‘s one. Gaybonics dictionary. We re—
He‘sfamily." "Family" is also ally should have a published
important because it denotes a account of the words, phrases
sense of belonging. Everybody and sayings that are unique to
wants and needs to feel that we our community.
belong. This is especially true
All in all, its wonderful that
in the Gay community.
we have a language we can call
Now let‘s deal with "Miss our own, whether we all sub—
Thang." What a moniker! This scribe to it or not. In an age
designation is usually bestowed when verbal communication is
upon the drag queen or hoity— being overtaken by the Internet
toity Gay man who thinks more it‘s refreshing to know that a
highly of himself (or herself) community‘s language is some—
than he ought. There‘s that un— thing that cannot be taken away
mistakable air of superiority and or become the victim of elec—
snobbishness that "Miss tronic wizardry.
Thang" just loves to exude.
"Miss Thang" usually. has an
More in Quick Clips, pg. 27.
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Slander Lawsuit
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juana an illegal drug.
ASTORIA, Ore. (AP) —The editor of TheDailyAstorian
SwEDisH —
emphis
Massage
ONIGHT
mubflichael

(901) 278—5475
By Appointment Only — in / Out Calls

Sports
Erotic

has lost a $25,000 slander lawsuit against a man who called
him a "sodomite" on a radio talk show.
Editor Stephen A. Forrester sued Stan Tussing for emo—
tional and punitive damages after Tussing made the remark
in October
1994.
Tussing said he was angry because of Forrester‘s stance
against an anti—Gay ballot measure. Tussing testified that he
believes homosexuality is immoral.
Jurors deliberated two hours before reaching their verdict
Mar.Forrestersaid
13. afterward that hewas"surprisedand amazed"
by His
the verdict.
lawsuit claimed his reputation had been damaged by
theFormer
remark.U.S. Rep. Denny Smith, a Republican, and former
local officials testified against Forrester during the three—day
trial, saying the editor already had a poor reputation in the
community.
;
"The other side essentially put me on trial, which is com—
mon. Perhaps I was found guilty," Forrester said.
Tussing said the verdict was a victory for free speech.
"I believe there was a real chilling effect ... on this com—
munity because of the lawsuit," he said. "This verdict melts

the ice."

Twinkie Museum
Thursday through Sunday,
March 27—30, the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community Center
and the University of Memphis‘
BGALA present Twinkie Mu—
seum, the first annual queer experi—
mental video festival.
The event is free to the public
and will be held at the Psychology
Auditorium on the University of
Memphis campus, where the
school‘s Aperture film series takes
place.
Twinkie Museum takes its
name from the infamous twinkie
defense which cleared Harvey
Milk‘s assassin, Dan White, of
manslaughter. White‘s lawyers ar—
gued that their client was tempo—
rarily insane from having
consumed too much junk food.
Ever since, twinkies have been
thrown at various queer events,
most especially pride parades, to
symbolize the ludicrous justifica—
tions of oppression against us.
Minorities who face such bi—

Film Fest Set for Easter Weekend

zarre contradictions passed as law
each day develop a heightened
sense of irony, some say camp.
Twinkie Museum celebrates that
theory and its practice, bringing
stories from a diverse collection of
queer voices and lives, in their own
words and images.
Once doctors and politicians
told us who we were. Increasingly,
we tell them, and each other.
The following is the schedule
for showings at the festival:
* Thursday evening, 8:30
p.m.—Kick—off reception at
Amnesia‘s Red Room, with special
guest Linda Simpson, Out maga—
zine columnist and creator of the
infamous Manhattan Club, Chan—
nel 69. At nine we‘ll show a docu—
mentary on the club and the people
who participated.
* Friday, 8 p.m.—The first
showing of Twinkie Museum, with
roughly three hours of video
works. Come and go as you please.
U of M Psychology Auditorium

* Saturday, noon—A marathon
retrospective of Channel 69 foot—
age, with underground superstars
like RuPaul, The "Lady" Bunny,
Misstress Formika and more. The
shows were taped and aired on
Manhattan Cable TV. Our retro—
spective will run all day. You‘re
welcome to come and go as you
please. Some of the shows in—
cluded will be Lesbian East Village
Jungle Fever,Sex Clown, and Fa—
cility Girl. Very tongue—in—cheek.
Incredible commentaries on the
Bush and Reagan years.
* Saturday, 8 p.m.—For those
who were unable to catch Twinkie
Museum on Friday night, or want
to see it again, this is the second
showing.
* Easter Sunday, 8 p.m. Last
showing of Twinkie Museum.
The festival is sponsored by
Botanica Florists, the dental prac—
tice of Dr. William Castle,
Avalawn Lawn Care, and other
generous anonymous supporters. A

Air Force Officer Resigns
Amid Allegations Of Being Gay
HONOLULU (AP) —The sec—
retary of the Air Force accepted the
resignation Mar. 4 of an officer
charged with sodomy, a day before
his court—martial was to begin.
Capt. Robert Saragosa‘s lawyer
said the resignation, which was
submitted nearly two months ago,
is "not an admission of guilt" but
rather a way to avoid a court—mar—
tial.
If Saragosa had been convicted
of all the charges against him he
could have faced a maximum sen—
tence of 35 years in prison and dis—
missal from the Air Force.
"I am understandably relieved
by the secretary‘s decision,"
Saragosa, a 12—year veteran who
was stationed at Hickam Air Force
Base, said in a statement.
"However, I am disappointed
that the process got this far and that
the Air Force still feels the need to
spend money and effort to delve

tember 1996 with sodomy, conduct
unbecoming of an officer and frat—
ernization.
He had asked that all charges be
dismissed against him because of
the circumstances under which
they were obtained.
Senior Airman Bryan Harris
implicated Saragosa. Harris gave
military officials the names of 17
men, including five Air Force
members, with whom he said he
had engaged in consensual sex in
exchange for a lighter sentence.
Saragosa has denied Harris‘
charges as well as the charge of
fraternizing with an enlisted man,
said Kirk Cashmere, Saragosa‘s at—
torney.
Saragosa will receive an "ad—
ministrative discharge," said
Hickam spokesman Maj. Joe
Davis. The privacy law prevents
disclosure of whether the discharge
is honorable, Davis said.

listing of the videos included in the
festival can be picked up at your
favorite Midtown Gay business.

Call the Gay Switchboard (324:
GAYS) for information or ques—

tions.

PYRAMID—REALTORS —
JERRY EVERETT
REALTOR ASSOCIATE
Pyramid Realty, Inc.
134 Timber Creek Drive
Memphis, TN 38018

be

Bus. 901—753—6300
Res. 901—795—8780
Voice Mail 757—2794 ext. 326
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implicated by.him were given hon—
orable discharges.
During the past two years, eight
930 South Cooper, Memphis, TN 38104 (901) 276—0282
Air Force personnel in Hawaii
FAX (901) 276—0553 email: AMeristem@ aol.com
have been discharged for homo—
sexual acts.
Last
year
Saragosa‘s attor—
neys maintained
Harris‘ agree—
ment violates the
Pentagon‘s
"don‘t ask, don‘t
tell" policy.
Two
other
Hickam airmen
said the Air Force:
would not have
been interested in
their sexual ori—
Pring with
entation had Har—
ris not implicated
the
changing
stages
of life
them.
f
Saragosa, who
doesn‘t
have
to
be
a financial
is now out of the

into such matters."
Harris was given a bad conduct Air Force, plans
Saragosa was charged in Sep— discharge. The four enlisted airmen to stay in Hawaii.
~
SpiritualResourcesin theMemphisArea
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
Connection Center — 761—3435
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Living Word Christian Church —276—0577
Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
C
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challenge...
We know from experience that
That‘s why we call ourselves
selling a life insurance policy
Individual Benefits.
can reduce financial stress and
We normally offer 60 to 80%
help you gain additional control
of the face value of the policy.
over your life.
There are circumstances, however,
We also know that you‘ll be
where we may be able to offer
wisely investigating all of your
more — because for some, 80% is
options, before making your
simply not enough.
decision.
In addition, you should know
At Individual Benefits, we are
that Individual Benefits does not
known for our personalized,
deduct any fees or processing
custom structuring of each offer
costs from your money.
in an effort to meet or surpass
For more information: on the
the current viatical settlements
individual benefits we can develop
market rate.
for you, call:
1: 800*8003264
INDIVIDUAL
BENEFITS
* A Viatical Settlements Company *
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Make your teeth feel good again!
Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
General Dentistry

776 Mt. Moriah Rd. « Memphis, TN 38117—5350
(901) 685—5008
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Ms. BLUFF CITY CONTINENTAL
An official preliminary to Ms. Continental USA
_
to be held in Chicago thmsLaborDay'Q?

‘The Reigning Ms. Continental
Paris Frantz

Sasha
Sierrah —
Valentino
Foxx
—and
'

Our Honorary Ms. Bluff City
|
Lady Pebbles
Held Memorial Day Weekend
Sunday, May 25

—New Daisy Theatre on Beale St. — 10:00 pm.
Tickets $8 in advance, $10 at the door
For
gen
era
lin
for
mat
ion
call
MiMi (901Prizes):726-0183 or Paris Frantz (504) 288—5289
§3588 plus crown and entry fee into Ms. Continental —

$200

Entry fee $125
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31
April Fool‘s Day 1
2
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University Center,
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School, 10am;
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» Living Word
Christian Church,
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+ Living Word
Christian Church,

rvices, 1

7
* Feast for Friends
Dinner, St. John‘s
Methodist, 6:30pm
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University Center,
7:30pm
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Worship Service
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* Safe Harbor MCC

+ NOW Meeting, 10
YWCA, 766 So.
Highland, 7pm
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30pm
*+ Skatenight, Skateland,

7pm
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Sponsored by
NOW, WEVL FM

8pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Madison Flame, 8pm
* Ladies‘ Night Out,
Amnesia

Club 501, 9pm
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11
® "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by
NOW, WEVL FM
90, 1pm
* NOW Young
Feminist Summit,

12
«NOW Young
Feminist Summit,
Washington, DC
* MGLCC Potluck,
in Cooper—Young,
Call 725—1698 for

Washington, DC
® "Grand Ole Opry"
Dinner Show,
Autumn St. Pub,
Dinner—8pm, Show
10pm _

Details
* Tina Chandler,
Amnesia

13

14
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» Integrity Eucharist
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Washington,
D
* Tina Chandler,
Amnesia

20
* Church Services,
(see Sunday,
March 30)
* Softball, Tobey Park,

+ Living Word
Christian Church,

if)?“ 10 am &

* Softball, Tobey Park,
£ .—
Central, 6pm
* Safe Harbor MCC,
Worship Service
11am, 7 pm

7pm
s Service,
Safe Harbor MCC,

Squares‘ Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church
7:30pm
~
*
Count

Lessonsw
Madison Flame,?
8pm
Dance

;
* "Fifty—One

18

Percent,"
Sponsored by
Now, wEevLFrm
90, 1pm

19
s
* AllianceClub
nght, P|pel|ne,
11pm

22
* Integrity Board
Mtg., 6:30pm
* B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7:30pm

23
* Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7pm
«Living Vi/ord
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm
* Safe Harbor MCC,
7pm

28

Box 41074
Memphis 38174
(901) 324—GAYS

* Logan Reed,
Amnesia
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Passover
21
* Feast for Friends
Dinner, St. John‘s
Methodist, 6:30pm

* WAC Meeting, 7pm,
call 272—3638
+ One More‘s 1st
Anniversary Blow»
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_
* Lo & Glo, Club 501
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Trlnlty Community
Church, 7,
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» Living Word
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27
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Community
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+ Church Services
(see Sunday, March

1528 Madison
(901) 278—9321

29
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$35?“ Center,
s

30
* Bible Study, Holy

Trinity Community
Church, 7pm
* Living Word

Christian Church,
Service, * 7pm
« Safe Harbor McC,
7pm
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* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,

25
® "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm

7:30pm
* Southern Country
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26

AIDS RESOURCE CENTER

Dance Lessons,
Madison Flame,
8pm
* National NOW
Conference
Planning Meeting
{"*
* Cotton Pitfakin‘
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‘_|
7:30pm ._
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Madison Flame,
Spm

1450 POPLAR
MEMPHIS, TN
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2
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NOW, WEvLFM
90, 1pm
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Thursday Nights
To All
Our Customers
For a Great Year!
We Love You...
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Pool
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Wednesday — 7:30 p.m.
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BishopUrges Gay Catholic Priests And

Bishops To ComeOut:

Alberto Bondy, pastor of St.
a priest publicly said he was Gay.
DETROIT (AP) — A Roman our leaders in the church can do in
Michael Catholic Church. "What
"It‘s really a moot point for a
Catholic bishop is encouraging our pastoral care, leadership and
good would it do for me, a hetero—
Gay priests and bishops to "come ‘service is to try to create a church priest, who by virtue of his ordi—
nation takes a vow of celibacy," he — sexual, to stand in the pulpit and
out" in an effort to help the church community where Gay, Lesbian,
say I sometimes experience sexual
bisexual and transgendered people said.
change.
:
A Livonia priest told the News | urges?
"If they were willing to stand can be truly open about who they
that such a public pronouncement
"Is that going to inspire people
up on Sunday morning in front of are ...
could
be
confusing
and
potentially
to
a
greater love of God? Or will it
"I
encourage
this
because
I
hope
their community as who they are,
‘just cause confusion and further
devastating for parishioners.
our church could more fully and that within our church every Gay
scandal?"
«"What good does it do to broad—
person, every Lesbian person, ev—
quickly appreciate the gifts that
"I‘ m not entirely convinced that
cast temptation?" said Father
homosexuals can bring to the ery bisexual person, or trans—
gendered
person
will
come
out,
whole community of our church
and to our society," Bishop Tho— because that is how our church is
Do It All in Love
mas Gumbleton said recently at a going to truly change ... I would
say this especially topriests and
conference in Pittsburgh.
no pride, no reason to celebrate,
By Greg Bullard, Pastor
The Detroit auxiliary bishop has bishops in our church." —
Safe Harbor MCC
have to hide our feelings, and be—
Gumbleton also said he has re—
made several comments about
have in ways which some say is pe—
making the church more welcom— ceived many letters from priests
Over the past few months we
culiar.
ing to Gay men and Lesbians. But who are Gay but afraid to say so
People call us sinners of the
have looked at various passages of
publicly.
the call for Gay priests to "come
"What a loss that is to our
Scripture that supposedly discuss worst kind, but those same people
out" is unusual.
are very quick to slam the church
homosexuality.
church," he said.
&
Gumbleton was a panel partici—
To sum it all up, I‘d have to say
doors in our face or shut us out of
Ned McGrath, communications
pant at a symposium recently for
all
kinds of interactions or talk
director
for
the
Archdiocese
of
the
point
is
that
the
references
to
Gay Catholics held by New Ways
about us like dogs.
Detroit, told the newspaper that
same—sex activity in the Hebrew
Ministry of Mount Rainier, Md., a
Scriptures and Greek Scriptures
Others say you can become part
Gumbleton‘s remarks reflect his
Catholic resource center on Gay
of the church, but only if you
own opinions and aren‘t the offi—
are of a kind that are of an idola—
and Lesbian issues.
trous nature and does not address change your whole life, a gift from
A spokeswoman for New Ways cif views of Detroit Cardinal
God.
a loving, caring homosexual rela—
%
Ministry told The Detroit News Adam Maida.
The church takes the position
tionships.
And still people think that they
that about 650 people watched the
I feel comfortable in what I am,
have the right to take Scripture and
panel discussion involving that Gays and Lesbians are to be _
I know I was created this way. It‘s twist it to fit some preconceived
welcomed by the church, McGrath
Gumbleton. _
said, but it also teaches that Catho—
taken a long time to get to this notion that they have about God
The transcript of his statement,
and those that will inherit God. The
lics should abstain from sex out—
point because I‘ve only experi—
provided to the News by New
enced hate and rejection from the
Dominion of God is larger than
side marriage.
Ways Ministry, reads in part:
even I can comprehend.
McGrath said he‘s isn‘t certain
"pulpit."
"(T)he most important thing —
I have no authority to declare
It‘s no wonder most of us have
probably bishops, ministers, all of what, if anything, would happen if

a person‘s sexual orientation is a
thing that ought to be publicly an—
nounced," Al Kresta, an Ann Ar—
bor resident, told the News.
"Under the rubric of reaching
out, perhaps what‘s really happen—
ing is (Gumbleton) creating a safe
haven for dissent from the church‘s
teachings."

that anyone is unfit to enter there,
neither does anyone else. Our jour—
ney is ours and theirs is theirs.
We are accountable for the way
we live. Were we loving and car—
ing? Did we seek to uplift and
help? Did we feed the hungry and
house the homeless? These are the
questions that God will ask.
It will be unimportant with
whom we slept. We need to re—
member where there is love there
is God. That is the ultimate test:
Was what you did done in love?
If so, you are covered and it
does not matter what the detractors
say. To be honest it does not mat—
ter what they say anyway. We are
only accountable to those humans
that we wish to be accountable to.
Remember do it all in love. That
See All in Love on page 23
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Headline From the Past : March 12,

1987

ACT UP Founded at Meeting in
How was ACT UPfounded?
Ten years ago this month, the
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power
was born, combining anger at the
continuing epidemic with media
savvy, artistic creativity and street
smarts to re—shape the way AIDS
is viewed in the United States and
around the world.
ACT UP by no means invented
direct—action techniques for bring—
ing about changes in the govern—
ment and social responses to the
AIDS epidemic. San Francisco ac—
tivists held AIDS—related demon—
strations as early as 1984, and in
the months prior to ACT UP‘s
founding, a group of Manhattan—
based Gay activists called the Lav—
ender Hill Mob staged a series of
protests. But ACT UP was differ—
ent, both for its ability to draw
large numbers of activists, and for
its high media profile.
The idea for a new, widespread
campaign to expand access to ex—
perimental AIDS drugs was gen—
erated by a remarkable evening at
New York City‘s Lesbian and Gay
Community Center on Tues.,
March 10, 1987. The scheduled
speaker in the center‘s monthly
writer‘s night, Nora Ephron, can—
celed at the last minute, to be re—
placed by author, playwright, and
Gay Men‘s Health Crisis founder
Larry Kramer.
Kramer, who was the first per—
son ever to call for funds to com—
bat AIDS, had grown estranged
from GMHC. But he remained
committed to the idea that the Gay
and Lesbian community needed to
fight back against those he held

most responsible for thespread of
the disease — the government, the
medical establishment, the media
and complacent Gay leaders.
Kramer was expected to read
from his works, and the audience
was expected to listen politely and
ask questions. That‘s not what hap—
pened.
Instead, Kramer asked that the
lights be turned up and he re—
minded those assembled that at
least 32,000 people had died of
AIDS. He invited two—thirds of the
room to stand, and told them, "At
the rate we are going, you could
be dead in five years."
He went on to attack the slow
rate of release of new AIDS drugs,
and implicated politicians like
Mario Cuomo, publications like
The New York Times, and organi—
zations like GMHC in not pushing
for more drugs to fight AIDS.
Then he asked, "Do we want to _
start a new organization devoted
solely to political action?"
During the question—and—an—
swer period (which turned into a
group discussion), the answer
clearly became "Yes." Those as—
sembled spread the word about
Kramer‘s talk and two nights later
300 people met and created ACT
UP.
— The organization‘s mission was
later expanded to other issues, but
in 1987 it devoted itself to push—
ing for the early release of any ex—
perimental drug that could combat
AIDS.
ACT UP‘s strategy of in—your—
face activism had its public debut
on March 24, 1987, when more
than 200 activists descended on

Perhaps
troversial

New York City

Wall Street to protest the high
prices for AIDS drugs being
charged by Burroughs Wellcome,
the pharmaceutical company
which the Food and Drug Admin—
istration approved to market AZT.
ACT UP brought traffic to halt,
burned the FDA Commissioner in
effigy, and had 17 of its members
arrested in acts of civil disobedi—
ence.

ACT

UP‘s

most con:

demonstration

was‘

known as "Stop the Church," when
in

December

1989

thousands

of

going to fight the epidemic. This
protesters

picketed

St.

Patrick‘s

protest also marked the first time
Cathedral, and the media captured

ACT UP used placards with the
images of activists throwing con—

slogan Silence = Death, usually
doms at priests and reported on one

printed next to a pink triangle.
who deliberately

dropped a com—

Throughout its history, ACT
munion wafer on the floor.

UP used these placards and other
Although ACT UP has declined

artwork to portray their ideas and
from

its

peak

of

more

than

100

feelings about the politics of AIDS.
chapters worldwide,

its

members

still

government

A flood of other demonstrations
push

for

more

followed this first month of initial
action to fight AIDS. Its members
have

gained

a

reputation

for

in—

depth knowledge of both the sci—
ence

and

the

politics

of

AIDS

drugs, and it is no longer unusual

PAST

for

ACT

UP

members

volved in high—level

‘7

BI

A

N

The Wall Street action garnered

organizing, as ACT UP chapters

considerable media attention, as

sprouted up around the country and

did a protest at New York City‘s

attendance at meetings of the New

main post office on April 15. The

York chapter reached 600 or more.

post office was jam packed with

The national headquarters of the

NewYorkers filing last—minute tax

FDA in Maryland were nearly shut

returns and television cameras re—

down in October of 1988, and in

porting on the rush to beat the

September of 1989, half a dozen

deadline.

ACT UP members sneaked into the

The activists used the occasion
to protest how few tax dollars were

All

in

New York Stock Exchange, stop—

to

be

in—

policy discus—

sions.
Not that the street demonstra—
tions have disappeared — another
Wall Street protest was scheduled
for March 24.
DavidBianco, MA, teaches Gay
and Lesbian history at the Institute
of Gay and Lesbian Education in
West Hollywood. The author of
Modern Jewish History for Every—
one, he can be reached care ofthis
publication or through his E—mail
address: AriBianco@aol.com.

ping trading for five minutes.

Love

Continued from page 22
is what we seek, and we shall re—
turn a bumper crop if we sow it.
If we sow discord and hate we will

i ND“! with
DIGITAL SOUND
feederes cd

return that. Over the next month I
will be preparing to bring you sto—
ries of our tribe from Scripture.
Look over your lives and see the
story that is being painted.
God does not expect perfection
in our sense of the word. God ex—
pects us to give it our best shot and
try with all of our might.
To do that is to celebrate who
you are, where you are. If you are
Gay be Gay. If your are Lesbian
be Lesbian. If you are bi—sexual

rit ParntInE
WE DO A DYNAMITE JOB
PAINTING AND SHEETROCK REPAIR
Low Prices
TOM ROWE & TRENT GATEWOOD
Free
Estimates
(901) 481—7900

be bi—sexual. If you are transsexual
be transsexual. If you are straight
be straight.
Be who you were created to be.
That is the gift that you were given
at birth. Live that gift to its full—

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) » 683—9649

est.
In so doing you create a world
that is new and enlivened. So live
and share. In so doing you become
a healer and vessel for the One that
heals and loves us all. God Bless!

Take

Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
2532 N. Watkins « 358—8642
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dination of non—celibate homo—
sexuals. It gets very tiresome to
be continuously reporting that

By Butch Valentine
Happy to hear... Happy to
hear... Happy to hear... For the
first time ever since the AIDS
pandemic began, the death rate
among AIDS patients in the US
has dropped!! In the first 6 months
of ©96, the death rate was 22,000
compared to 24,900 during the
same period in ©95. This is a drop
of 13 percent! Better drugs and
availability of treatment gets
credit. Even better news from
France, which reported a drop of
25percent!
Sad to say... The military‘s
"don‘t ask, don‘t tell" ain‘t work—
ing. 850 Gays were discharged in
1996 compared to 682 in 1993.
It‘s a witch—hunt. Will it get bet—
ter? The new defense secretary is
a conservative (gag) Republican,
who is a moderate on social is—
sues and a conservative on mili—
tary issues. I dunno...
,
— Happy to hear... But Defense
Secretary William Cohen did say
this, "If I find that the policy is
being violated, that there is active
pursuit and prosecution, I will do
whatever I can to see that that‘s
stopped." Yadda, yadda, yadda...
we‘ll see.

Happy to hear... But finally
someone has put his political co—
horts on the line to somewhat
stem the hysteria. Washington
state Gov. Gary Locke vetoed the
bill on Feb. 21, saying the ban is
"divisive and unnecessary." It
must be noted that it‘s a Demo—
cratic governor facing up to a
Republican—controlled legisla—
ture. Good luck, Governor, you‘ll
need it.
Sad to say... The zany Gay
comedy film The Birdcage, the
remake of La Cage Aux Folles
starring Robin Williams and
Nathan Lane, was ignored by the
Academy Awards.
Happy to hear... It received
due recognition by the Screen
Actors Guild by being honored
with an award as the best en—
semble performance in a motion
picture. The SAG does not have
a best picture award, so this is as
close as it gets. The SAG Awards,
based on votes of the 78,000
member actors‘ union, are seen
as an endorsement of actors by
their peers.
Sad to say... Ignorance can kill
you. Politically—enforced igno—

church bodies continue to ban
Gays from the pulpits. The Mem—
phis district went with the major—
ity.
4
Happy to hear... But not all
the local churches agree with the
ban. Several of the Presbyterian
Churches have been very sup—
portive of Gay and AIDS—related
issues. FYI: the United Church of
Christ is the only major Protes—
tant denomination to permit the
ordination of Gays.
Sad to say... As I reported to
you in the Feb. issue, my viral
load in Jan. went from "clinically
undetectable" to a little over
5,000, the marker to rethink drug
therapy strategy. Not trusting the
results, the tests were redone in
Feb., and the viral load went up
again to a little over 15,000. Af—
ter about a year‘s use, my 3—drug
cocktail—3TC, AZT and
saquinivir (Invirase)—is no
longer effective.
Happy to hear... Considering —
I was in the original protease in—
hibitor (PI) drug study, I got a lot
of mileage (2 years) out of the
weakest of the PI‘s. But now is
the time to change courses, and it
is so nice to have choices. After
discussion with my physician, we

Happy to hear... The city

rance can kill hordes. Congress‘

have decided upon d4T, 3TC and
Crixivan. Another viral load will
be done one month after the start

council authorized Mayor W.W.
Herrenton to award Friends for
Life a grant of $140,000 from the
federal Housing and Urban De—
velopment fund. The money will
assist 19 very low—income HIV/

refusal to fund a needle exchange
program is a major contributing
factor for the spread of AIDS. It
is projected that by the year 2000,
75 percent of infections will be
caused by needle—sharing. And
don‘t forget their sex partners, and

of the new therapy. Keep you
posted.
Happy to hear... There is a
fourth protease inhibitor (PT) now
approved by the FDA. Viracept,
by Agouron Pharmaceuticals, can
cut by 98 percent the amount of

their sex partners, etc. This policy
runs counter to science. _

the AIDS virus in an adult‘s blood
when taken as a "cocktail" with
two other drugs. A year‘s supply
of Viracept is $5,650, but the
company will have a drug assis—

AIDS patients for two years with
rent and security deposits.
Sad to say... There is a clinic
in downtown Portland, Ore., that
is having to dispense pot illegally
to sick and dying people. Since it
opened in January, the Alternative
Health Center has had to rely on
word of mouth advertising for its
services. It‘s a shame an impor—
tant service has to be so under—
ground because lawmakers are so
ignorant about the medicinal
value of the drug.
Happy to hear... So far, about
120 patients have been able to find
relief through the center. Suffer—
ers pay about $20 to $50 for an
eighth of an ounce of marijuana,
based on their income. Pot cook—
ies sell for $2/pack and brownies
for $3. To add fuel to the fire of
federal confusion, Oregon‘s law—
makers are considering bills to
legalize the medicinal use of mari—
juana.
Sad to say... There‘s been a
mad rush to ban same—sex mar—
riages, with 17 states passing bills
against it so far, including the state
whose courts started it all, Hawaii.

Happy to hear... The National
Institute of Health‘s (NIH) 12—
member scientific panel found
that people who live in areas with
a needle exchange program "have
an increased likelihood of enter—
ing drug treatment programs."
Needle exchange programs in
Canada, the Netherlands, and the
United Kingdom have proved ef—
fective against the spread of
AIDS. A program could slow the

people aren‘t too disappointed, but
having sex with animals is once
again illegal in Tennessee, with the
misdemeanor punishable by a
maximum of 11 months and 29
days in jail and a $2,500 fine. State
Senator Steve Cohen failed in his
attempt to have the penalty reduced
to 30 days and a $50 fine, saying
counseling is more important. "A
person who would engage in this
kind of conduct has a mental prob—
lem." I think that says it all.
Sad to say... Many people are
dealt a lousy hand in life, but it‘s
how they play their hands that
count. Christopher Reeve was dealt
a lousy hand two years ago when
a fall from a horse left him para—
lyzed from the shoulders down.
Most people would overdose on a
pity party and give up.
Happy to hear... But Christo—
pher Reeve is still a Superman,
— serving as an inspiration to so

tance program for certain impov—

erished adults.
f
Sad to say... Pediatric AIDS
patients have not had the benefits
of PIs.
Happy to hear... The new
Viracept has also been approved
for pediatric use in the form of
powder, which can be mixed into
rate by 30 percent in the US.
milk, formula and even pudding.
Needle swapping is much
The FDA also approved Abbott
cheaper than treating AIDS and
Laboratories‘ year—old PI Norvir
the nation‘s lawmakers, with their (retonivir) for children‘s use,
self—righteous and politically cor—
making two PIs available for pe—
rect attitudes, are killing thou—
diatric AIDS patients. It costs
sands. Congress and state legis—
$3,000/year for Viracept in
latures need to get with the pro—
children‘s dosage, but Agouron
gram.
will provide the drug free to any
Sad to say... The Presbyterian
child not covered by insurance.
Church (USA) has just become
Sad to say... Did you know it
another in a long list of churches — has been legal in Tennessee to
to ban the ordination of homo—
have sex with animals since 1989,
sexuals. The previous policy, set
when the law was repealed dur—
by the Presbyterian General As—
inga rewrite of the criminal code?
sembly in 1993, forbade the or—
Happy to hear... I hope many

many who have debilitating im—
pairments and illnesses. Reeve, 44,
has now directed his first film, and
if you know anything about a
quadriplegic‘s life, you will know
this is quite an accomplishment. In
the Gloaming is an hour—long film
about a young man with AIDS
who returns home to die. The film,
which features Glenn Close,
Whoopi Goldberg and Bridget
Fonda, premieres on HBO April
20th.
Happy to hear... Don‘t for—
get... She‘s coming out of the
closet... Ellen... hour—long epi—
sode... guest starring Laura Dern
and Oprah Winfrey... Wednesday,
April 30.
Sad to say... The early stages
of HIV/AIDS related dementia can
be a real bitch...
Happy to hear... On the bright
side, at least I got to hide my own
Easter eggs.
p
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QUEER

§CenCce
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.
Several lines of research, in— ten have children, either out of
cluding family, twin and molecu— pressure to conform, or simply out
lar—genetic studies, suggest that a of a desire to be biological parents.
Still, it seems likely that, over the
person‘s sexual orientation is in
part inherited. But if "Gay genes" span of human evolution, a lack of _
sexual interest in the other sex
exist, how come they haven‘t been
would in general have led to fewer
eliminated during human evolu—
children. For males especially, re—
tion? People who are "genetically
Gay" would be expected to have production is a highly competitive
fewer descendants, so their genes affair in which sexual attraction is
the prime motivator.
would die out. But there‘s no evi—
Another possibility is that Gay
dence that homosexuality has be—
genes do tend to die out, but they
come less common over the ages.
are replaced by new, spontane—
A number of theories have been
ously—arising mutations. This is.
put forward to explain this appar—
known to be how certain disease—
ent paradox. First, it‘s been pointed
causing genes (such as the gene for
out that Gays and Lesbians do of—

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
General Dentistry

776 Mt. Moriah Rd. + Memphis, TN 38117—5350
(901) 685—5008

hemophilia B) are kept in the gene
pool. It is unlikely, however, that
this could be the explanation for
the persistence of "Gay genes,"
simply because homosexuality is
so common.
A third theory depends on the
fact that, for most genes, we carry
two copies, one on each of two
"homologous" chromosomes.
Sometimes a particular variant of
a gene is harmful to a person‘s re—
productive success when it is
present in two copies, but benefi—
cial when present in only one copy.
A well known example is the gene
for sickle—cell anemia: having two
copies causes sickle—cell disease,
but having one copy confers pro—
tection against malaria. Similarly,
it is possible that having two cop—
ies of a "Gay gene" makes a per—
son Gay and lowers their
reproductive success, but having
one copy has some benefit that
helps to keep the gene in the gene
pool. What that benefit might be,
we don‘t know.
A variant on this theory con—.
cerns genes on the X chromosome.
(You‘ll remember that Dean
Hamer and his colleagues at the
National Cancer Institute reported
a possible "Gay gene" on this chro—
mosome.) Men have only one X
chromosome, but women have —
two. It‘s possible that this gene has
some benefit in women that out—
weighs its reproductive cost in

men. For example, if the gene pro—
motes sexual attraction to men,
then in women it might actually
increase reproductive success,
making them, as it were, hyper—
heterosexual. As Robert Trivers,
an evolutionary biologist at the
University of California, Santa
Cruz, has pointed out, the fact that
women have two X chromosomes
and men only one means that, over
time, the survival benefit of a gene
on this chromosome in women
outweighs its effect on men.
Finally, there are theories that
explain Gay genes by saying that
they promote the reproduction of
a Gay person‘s close relatives.
Let‘s say that a woman, by virtue
of her "Gay genes," has one child
fewer then she otherwise would
have had, but she uses her freed—
up energy and resources to help her
siblings rear a total of two more
children than they otherwise would
have had. Since her siblings share
about 50 percent of her genes,
those two extra nephews or nieces
are about as "good" (in evolution—
ary terms) as one child of her own.
Thus, seemingly altruistic behav—
ior towards one‘s brother and sis—
ters could, in the hard—nosed world
of evolutionary psychology, be as
selfish as reproducing oneself.
These theories allow for the
possibility of interactions between
genes and the environment. For
example, if a boy had a childhood

accident that left him smaller or
weaker than his peers, he might
have a lesser chance of fathering
children himself. In this case, it
might make good evolutionary
sense for him to devote himself to
helping his siblings rear children,
since he has little to lose.
One problem with this kind of
theory is that it doesn‘t really ex—
plain homosexuality, it only ex—
plains the lack of heterosexuality.
Why, in other words, should Gay
men waste so much time on Gay
sex — time that, according to these
theories, would be better spent
baby—sitting their nephews and
nieces?
None of these theories are over—
whelmingly persuasive. It may be
that, when the genes themselves
are identified, their survival value
will be better understood. In the
meantime, I like to think that evo—
lution has created us simply be—
cause we‘re so fabulous.
Simon LeVay, PhD, is well—
known for his research on the
"Gay brain." He is the author of
Queer Science (MIT Press, 1996)
and the forthcoming Gay techno—
thriller, Albrick‘s Gold (Richard
Kasak/Masquerade Books). He is
also the co—founder ofthe Institute
of Gay and Lesbian Education in
West Hollywood. He can be
reached care ofthispublication or
at SLeVay@aol.com.
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‘Morning After‘ Treatment
MA.GY.

Memphis Area Gay Youth
Peer support and discussion group

Call Jonathan: 725—7152
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — spired by studies concerning simi—
lar treatment of health care work—
Researchers at San Francisco Gen—
eral Hospital hope to begin a study _ers who were accidentally stuck by
this spring to help determine. needles contaminated with HIV,
whether quick treatment after ex— . the virus that causes AIDS.
A Centers for Disease Control
posure to AIDS keeps the virus
study of needle injuries in several
from taking hold.
countries concluded that a 30—day
The study would target
uninfected people who believe course of the anti—viral drug AZT
reduced the participants‘ risk of
they have been exposed to AIDS
because of an isolated incident of infection by about two—thirds.
"If there is a way we can pre—
unsafe sex or a broken condom.
vent somebody from getting in—
Participants would be offered a 30—
fected, we should," said Tom
day supply of the same anti—viral
Coates, director of the AIDS Re—
drugs used by people with HIV.
search Institute at the University of
The proposed research was in—

lack of charitable efforts in this Song from the ‘50s, still abun—
No Sir‘ee.... latest incarnation, but Lorretta dantly
pertinent in the ©90‘s.
says that the club is out of the
a mid—life something or other. ball and pageant biz at present.
And in April....
Really Old Stuff—The Over See Lorretta or Granny at 501 If you
hurry, you can take in
50 troupe headquartered at 501 for details. —
2
MGLCC‘s
Twinkie Museum
has reached its one year anni—
film
festival
Easter weekend at
versary as has Crossroads. We
Church Chat
the
U
of
M
Psychology
also enjoyed the Old School Re— In April, Safe Harbor MCC rium. The video offeringsaudito—
union at One More, subtitled, will begin worshipping in the huge variety of attitudesareanda
Senior Dykes
Good Shep— perspectives on the Gay/Les—
Just Wanna
herd
Chapel bian lifestyle.
Have Fun.
at
Union MGLCC will hold its first
One More‘s
Ave.
United Pot luck of 1997 at the home of
anniversary is
Methodist.
Vincent Astor and
in April.
The two Overstreet in Cooper YoungChet
on
pastors
and
Sat.,
Apr.
12.
News
will
be
New Stuff
congrega—
available
about
upcoming
from Lady
tions are ex— events and Pride schedules and
ploring
do— one may meet the editor of UI—
Lorretta
ing
more
traviolet and other
Williams and
things to— people. No beer bust,fascinating
no drag
Granny
gether.
show,
S
we
want
to
do
something
Weaver have
There is a extraordinary.
reactivated
lot
of wish— This year‘s Rodeo in the
the Queen‘s
ing, praying Rock, sponsored by the Dia—
Men, Memphis‘ oldest social and planning going on at Holy
State Rodeo Association
club with a fresh format: "De— Trinity. The congregation is ofmond
Arkansas,
will be held Apr.
signed to bring the Gay Com— growing and new spaces are 25—27.
f
«munity of Memphis together in being explored. One in particu—
harmony, to meet new people lar is high on the list, and I at—
Gaybonics
and enjoy all the good things a tended a service there in March. (Orwhat
social club can offer." Origi— I also am hearing an attitude call Faglang)the oldsters used to
nally founded as a ball club in from Holy Trinity that a large _ Please note the commentary
the Mardi Gras Krewe tradition complex, when it is obtained, about Gaybonics elsewhere in
the Queen‘s Men were respon— may have space available for this
Lady A. and I are
sible for many elaborate social uses by other groups, in the of thepaypah.
opinion
"nellie" is
events, the maintaining ofMiss same way as Prescott Memorial one of the mostthatdescriptive
Gay Memphis for many years Baptist.
B
in the English language.
(in the face of a very unwel— And one month, Ihope, I will words
It
can
best
be defined as the di—
come climate) and the founding be able to attend a Gay/Lesbian— agonal opposite
of "butch"
of Friends For Life under its oriented meeting at the Quaker which along with "out"
and "in
original name in 1985. We Meeting House on Cooper at the closet" have entered
the
imagine that there will be no Oliver. It is scheduled monthly mainstream language as slang
on a Tuesday.
or colloquial terms.
We feel compelled to add a
The Caring Center
Pride Corner
few.
Memphis Pride, Inc. contin— Euphemisms: "Knows Dor—
Tuesday Nights 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
ues
to plan the big weekend in othy," "Whoopsie," "That Way,"
located at First Congregational Church
late
June with emphasis on a "you know", "Lesbyterian," "she‘s
Watkins at Eastmoreland one block south of Union
"Lebanese," "has comeover
bigger and betterparade with a one,"
the
fence."
marching band and a lot of Ending nouns with "ette.""Her
Theraputic Touch Services to the HIV/AIDS
color.
This year‘s theme is "Cel—
community, those with catastrophic ilIness,
ebrating Generations ofPride." Jeepette, his trickette, etc."
Anyone wishing to volunteer or
and caregivers, call 278—6786 for information
entertain may call. Floats in par—
ticular are being sought.
Explanation of
Obscure Headline
"I‘m no fool, no siree, I
SUSAN
wanna live to be ninety—three.
MACKENZIE
I play safe for you and me
‘cause
I‘m No Fool."
Attorney At Law
Mickey Mouse Club Safety
I‘m

No Fool,

by Vincent Astor

There is an April Fool‘s
Joke hidden in this column.
Old Stuff from Lady A.

Congratulations to Dee Dee
Whittaker (Jimmy Gray) the
Tsarus Man of the Year, for
1997 (lucky 13!). Miss
Whittaker and Mr. Gray have
been active in performance and
fund raising for over a decade
(and up and down through sev—
eral dress sizes). We wish her
all the best. The least known
fact about Miss Whittaker is her
genuine love, care and con—
cern—nay—preoccupation
with fish. You figure it out.
Congratulations to Aphrodite
for another successful tour to
Jackson, Tenn., at the Other
Side. Over $1,700 was raised
for Human Beings Care, an
AIDS service organization in
Jackson. Our beloved sisters
continue to bowl ‘em over up
there.
<>
_ Our psychic sources report
that the newest rage on Autumn
St. is "Welcome to Broadway"
a dinner/cabaret produced by
Daddy Dutch Chevalier and
Alotta Myles (whose name is as
miraculously apropos as Chi
Chi Macarena‘s). We haven‘t
been yet but it has a schedule
published elsewhere. We imag—
ine Miss Myles new career in
glitter has something to do with

Derogatory terms: snow queen
(Black likes white), dinge queen
(white likes Black), rice queen
(likes Asians), fag hag, diesel dyke,
chicken queen, flower queen (flo—
rist), hairbutner (hairdresser), rib—
bon clerk queen (prissy and
pretentious), chandelier queen (in—
sufferably grand), opera queen
(takes his libretto along), chicken,
fish ‘n chaps (Lesbian leather
club), twinkie, bull dyke, husband
of the week, trick du jour.

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
An Open and Affirming Congregation.
Sunday Worship 9:00 & 10:30 AM
Fellowship Hour between Services

Descriptive terms: Lipstick
Lesbian, glitter queen, dykes on
bykes, dish, "the dirt," "straight
acting" (and how do you do that
when you‘re on your knees?).
The not—so—obvious: mission—
ary work (likes first—timers), tired
number (the drag song every queen
has performed once a week for the
last 10 years that nobody wants to
see anymore), cover girl (closeted
Gay man‘s female date), "He
flops" (as in "can be either top or
bottom"), whoring around (just
came out, horny as hell, playing the
field), dressed to pass (a man in _
drag who can pass as a woman
dressed for the street; or anyone
dressing down to infiltrate a place
for a surprise demonstration).
Acronyms: TOQ (tired old
queen), RG (real girl), TS
(transexual), TV (transvestite—
any persuasion), EBC (enhanced
by clothing, not the lack thereof),
EBT (eveybody‘s type), S&M
(stand and model, sequins and
mascara and, oh yes, sadism and
masochism), B&D (bondage and
discipline).
Leather titleholders and former
titleholders:"Mistersisters." Hanky
code. Butchella.
Sexual derivatives: Pig bottom
(anytime, anywhere), pushy bot—
tom(takes charge, usually obnox—
ious), glory hole (don‘t you
know?), water sports (not exactly
surfing), shrimper (ask somebody
else), hershey highway (think
about it).
Endearments: Queen!, sistah,
whorella, girlene, Miss Woman!
Bars: leather pit, wrinkle room,
pose bar, fern bar, cruise bar, dress
code bar,
f
Local Nicknames: J—Fag‘s, the
Dyke Out, The Pippilinni, The
Frog Pond, Tsore—ass, Whangs,
Appli—ance, Vanessa Vague, Vicki
Vomit, Miss (just about anybody).
Our favorite Drag Names:
Trixie Thunderpussy, Sofonda Pe—
ters, Anita Douche, Sylvia Dollar,
Hetti McDaniels, Kitty Litter, Lily
White, Formica Dinette, Gamblyn
Casino, Shirley Eujeste, Chi Chi
Macarena, Allota Myles, Victoria
Sweets, Tu Real, Afeelya Twat.
Encouragements: You go girl,
Work that gown, Slap her tits to—
gether, She peed!
"Miss Thang" can also be
used when one has forgotten a
name but everyone knows about
whom one is talking. Pretense
is a given.
This, of course, does not pre—
tend to be all. Why don‘t y‘all
write or e—mail in a few?
Final Round
Well, didn‘t you find it? Did
you ever read Edgar Allan Poe‘s
The Purloined Letter? Well, ask
somebody who did! April Fool!
Ta, ta.
V. A.
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Autumn St.

Pub‘s

Broadway II"
NOT YOUR ORDINARY RODEO

"Welcome To

Packs Them

In

Great food, marvelous cocktails and absolutely fabulous entertainment! Autumn St.
Pub was the place to be for March‘s monthly dinner—show. The theme was A Chorus
Line, with full productions down to the finale, "One," all done in matching sequined vests
and top hats.
The night started with a dinner of marinated beef, Italian chicken, veggies, bread and
Amaretto—soaked fruit. Daddy Dutch can work it for you in the kitchen putting out some
great food.
f
The show started with Ms. Holly Daze, Alexis and China Fox performing "At The
Ballet" which set the tone for the evening. Loren St. James appeared next doing "Tits and
Ass." It made you want to go out and see the wizard at Park and 73rd to get yourself some
new ones. Kiera Mason performed "Nothing," and had the crowd laughing and crying.
Mr. Wally and Allota Myles did the middle production of "Let Me Dance For You,"
and made you feel like you were at the audition. Allotta can dance when she has to.
Melba Moore, what can you say? When she walked on the stage, the room went crazy.
"What I Did For Love" is definately her song.
Mr. Wally, using his own voice sang "Cabaret" beautifully. This man‘s voice is some—
thing you have to hear to believe. Ms. China Fox ripped out "Jazz Hot" from Victor/
Victoria. Ida Clare had everyone laughing with "Your Husband Is Cheating You."
Holly Daze — "Pure Class"! She stunned them with "Home" from The Wiz. Alexis, if —
vou were any better you‘d be the real Lena Horne. Allotta Myles came out from head to
toe in a 3—foot black—and—gold feather headdress and slinked around the floor to Liza‘s
"Some Cats Know." The show ended with the full cast doing the Chorus Line finale
"One" in matching outfits.
If you missed the show (sorry for you), next months‘ is scheduled for April 11, when
Broadway goes to "A Night at the Grand Ole Opry." Some of the cast will include Lady
Vic as "Dolly" and Misty McEntire as "Reba."
Daddy Dutch promises a country feast to make you feel like your momma cooked it.
Tickets for the dinner and show are $7.50, which can be bought in advance at J—Wag‘s.
Autumn St. Pub or at the door the night of the show. There will be no show in May. The
cast is throwing a Blow—Out Patio Party Cookout on Sun., May 18, starting at 5 p.m. with
a beer bust.
For a great evening, you must come and party with "Illusions — Welcome To Broad—
way." The cast is looking forward to June for its biggest show yet.

Yuletide

&
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Service & Affordable Office & Computer
Supplies !!!
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Mayhall and lan M. Watermeir.
Without wishing to sound unkind,
~ these young men really looked
Deathwatch — A Review
much too good to be the kinds of
more than an hour but the poetry
evil criminals we might have ex—
By Peter Bracken
seems to be missing — those pas—
pected.
sionate phrases that Genet used to
On the other hand, perhaps this
The work of Jean Genet repre—
describe the slime of the world and
could be part of the Genet irony
sents one of the most passionate
how it became represented in men — what you see might not be what
and difficult edifices in world lit—
who were without the same kind
there is and what there is could
erature.
of meritorious motivations that
well be invisible or even prettier
His attempt to elevate the
characterize those who capture,
criminal to the status of a roman—
prosecute and frequently put them
tic hero is the heavy thread that
to death, hence the attempt to make
connects his novels and his play,
them appear as misunderstood,
Deathwatch. This is a work that
noble children of nature, who just
has a peculiarly detached air about
happen to live like social outlaws
it when compared to the rest of
‘and perform various perversions in
Genet‘s work. The quartet of pris—
the name of love and commit acts
oners represents a kind of lopsided
of theft and murder in a parallel
box, an irregular square, in which
motivation that stems from their
these men participate in a deadly
outlaw ways of life.
game of memory, desire, treach—
Den—Nickolas Smith has di—
ery and, ultimately, death.
\
rected Deathwatch with what ap—
The key to presenting Death—
pears to be an eye toward speed,
watch with any degree of success
and while the action moves
is to pay strict attention to the in—
quickly, the sense of doom is not
structions that Genet provided in
as carefully built, so that when it
the published text. Playwrights
arrives, it does so quicker than
have reasons for including specific
what might seem more in keeping
guidelines for directors and actors.
with the pace of Genet‘s tortuous .
It is their last chance to have their
dialogue.
way before the interpreters take
Genet proposed that "...the ac—
U
over and begin to leave their
tors should deaden the timbre of
stamps on the pieces.
their voices. " Coupled with move—
A recent production of Death—
ment, Genet suggested, "either
watch at Theatre Works has been
heavy or else extremely and in—
undertaken by the Emerald The—
comprehensibly rapid, like flashes
atre Company, and the chief result
of lightning, " the result should be
is one of sincerity. The actors ap—
kind of an extended, choreo—
pear to believe what they are say—
graphed vocal poem, highlighted
ing to each other. The problem
by the near madness of the situa—
arises when one is not completely
tion and the method in which it is
convinced that the actors are lis—
resolved.
tening to each other.
‘The cast included Stuart
A lot of lines are tossed about
Edwards, Michael Lashlee,; Mark
the stage in the space of slightly

or uglier than you think it might or
could be, and this puts the whole
thing in the area of alienation and
the distance an audience has with
Deathwatch is the one that each
member of the audience creates for
himself.
The Emerald Theatre Company
is to be congratulated for bringing
its special kind of theatre to the
Memphis scene. The intent is ob—

viously sincere and while there—
sults are not always of an even
quality, the prognosis is a favor—
able one.

DOS AMIGOS
(901) 388—9986

Gayvon — Affordable
Pride Products, Tom of
Finland, & Michael
Wren! Private Shop—
ping by Appointment.
Adults Only. Our Low
Overhead Means
Savings for Our Valued
Customers!

Saturday April 12, 1997
50‘ s DANCE PARTY & CONTEST
Prizes for Best Costume & Dancers + Door Prizes
featuring :
Solution to Gay/Lesbian
Crossword Puzzle on page 36
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forward to ! This is not a concert like last time though, it IS a DANCE PARTY ! Drag out
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If You missed them in February, you missed a lot 1 If you didn‘t then you know what to look

Band starts at 10:30 pm

Admission $5.00

Lot’s Rock —n— Roll !

Thanks to EVERYONE for helping to make the AIDS Benefiigbfor H.B.C. a Great Success.
—
delivered a check for $1700;00. As usual Aphrodite ‘was Awesome. $345.00 came from our ||J—
ongoing donations from selling pins, drawings & our own J.K. & friends performances over the [M..
past few months. Special Thanks to all the Memphians who made the drive to help this cause. [§ _
See our newsletter for more details on that night. We have too many:to Thank for this space.

w

Talent Nights — Every—Other Friday April 11 th & 25 th
Wednesday & Saturday Night Shows — Various Specials

|M|E

Come see us for more Details — Open: Wednesday — Sunday
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Come Out

made about ABCs decision to out
Ellen. While I applaud the
network‘s decision, I must point
out that there are larger and much
more important issues to arise out
of this event.
As is obvious to anyone not liv—

by Ira L. King
You‘re invited to a national
coming out party. On Apr. 30 ac—
tress Ellen DeGeneres will bring
her TV alter ego out of the closet.
Much hoopla has been and will be

Memphis‘ Oldest

Only

Memphis‘

24

ing under a rock for the last few
years, Gay characters in the media
are not new. While it is generally
accepted that art imitates life, this
is a classic case of life imitating
art. Remember the sitcom Soap?
Remember Billy Joe McAallister
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acceptance of homosexuality by
jumping off the Talahatchie bridge
the masses. It is Americans will— —
(it was implied in the movie adap—
ing to say "we know people like
tation that Billy Joe‘s sexual ori—
you, we have people like you in our
entation was suspect, and that is
family,
in our church, in our work—
what led to his demise in the
places,
decorating our homes,
muddy
waters
below
the
teaching our children, cashing our
Talahatchie bridge). I even remem—
ber a segment of Golden Girls . checks, driving city buses, partici—
pating in law enforcement, running
where Blanche discovers that her
our
statehouses." It is Americans
beloved brother is Gay.
saying we want to embrace you,
Some years ago there was a
not disgrace you. It is straight men
bestseller entitled Dress Gray in
and
women saying we know we
which a cadet at a military acad—
can
be
your friend without worry—
emy was found murdered, his
ing about whether or not you are
clothing having been neatly folded
trying to seduce or proselytize us.
and placed near the murder scene,
It is Americans saying we accept
while his body lay naked on the
each
other for who we are, and not
ground. When the coroner exam—
for who we sleep with. It is
ined the cadet‘s body he found se—
America growing up.
men in the anal canal, thus
And why not national televi—
revealing that the cadet had had
sion?
Television is the single most
recent homosexual intercourse.
powerful medium in the world. It
The story centered on the
reaches more homes around the
academy‘s and family‘s efforts to
world
than radio, computers and
cover up the cadet‘s homosexual—
even
telephones.
Even the poorest
ity.
As a teenager I read a book of households have a television set.
Most households in America have
called The Front Runner. The story
at
least two sets, many have more.
focused on two young runners who
With
such a wide coverage, it is
were Gay and best friends. One of
wonderful that so many will get to
the runners falls in love with his
track coach and after many trials view the show on Apr. 30th. Many
will ask questions. Many will not.
and tribulations they entered into
Many will want to know what the
a holy union. This was fairly racy
big deal is. Many won‘t care. Many
reading for the early seventies.
will want to engage in a national
And let‘s not forget that won—
debate on the topic. Many are al—
derful Americanized version of La
ready
sick of hearing about it. In
Cage Aux Folles. We know the
more recent rendition as The Bird societies in other countries, where
sexual orientation isn‘t nearly as
Cage. Here Robin Williams and
controversial as it is in America,
Nathan Lane take a whimsical
Gay men and women will simply
rump though the Gay lifestyle. And
say, "It‘s about time!"
no one, Gay or straight, can forget
For those Gays and Lesbians
Tom Hanks‘ Oscar—winning per—
who
have had a difficult time tell—
formance as a lawyer afflicted with
ing their families about them—
AIDS in Philadelphia.
selves, this would be an excellent
All these forages into the Gay
show to watch and then segue into
lifestyle, and many more, have
paved the way for Ellen‘s coming your own personal story. For fa—
thers and mothers trying to help
out party on national television.
their children understand this
What is obvious from this com—
whole sexual controversy, this is
ing out experience is that America
an ideal opportunity to try and help
may be "getting it" at last. Finally
them understand. Understanding
there are people in network televi—
may not lead to acceptance, but at
sion who realize that recognizing
least it‘s a start.
the Gay lifestyle is not going to
For those of us who have been
cause mass hysteria among view—
out for quite some time, this will
ers, many of whom share Ellen‘s
be a chance to affirm ourselves —
Lesbian lifestyle orientation.
to
feel even better about who we
But let‘s not be naive here.
are.
There is a down side to Ellen‘s
I think Randy Shilts, who wrote
coming out. Not everybody will be
the
opus And The Band Played On
happy with this party. No doubt
(which
chronicled the struggles of
some advertising agencies, funda—
Gay Americans for several de—
mentalist right—wing groups, fam—
ily traditionalists and other cades) and who died a few years
ago still fighting for Gay causes,
narrow—minded, small—thinking
would be very proud of how bold
groups, will lambaste and boycott
ABC is in making this unprec—
the network and the El/en show. I
edented and historic move. The
guess one of the truly great things
movie based on his book featured
about living in America is that we
stars
such as Alan Alda, Lily
all have a right to be wrong.
Tomlin
and Steve Martin, who
My hope is that in 1997 Ameri—
were then pioneering a media event
cans are stronger and wiser than the
that dealt seriously with HIV/
groups and situations described
AIDS.
above. I hope we can see that
After Apr. 30, when the show
Ellen‘s coming out is indeed
has aired, and the pundits have put
America‘s coming out.
their spin on what the public‘s re—
Does Ellen‘s coming out mean
sponse ought to be, and Ellen has
the United States is going to turn
moved on to address other issues
into one big San Francisco? I think
not! Her coming out is merely a in her life, I can hear millions of
very important step toward social
See Ellen on page 31

Hollywood

Supports GayTV

Ellen was not theonly point of
discussion at a recent general meet—
ing of the influential non—profit or—
ganization, Hollywood Supports,
but it was the most anticipated.
Founded in 1991 to combat
AIDSphobia and homophobia in
the entertainment industry, Holly—
wood Supports has been instru—
mental in getting domestic
partnership benefits at
all of the major stu—
dios, as well as con— ®
ducting
on—site z

awareness trainings
and monthly open ®
meetings with impor— $
tant members of the ,
film and television in— *
dustry.
:

former writer on Roseanne who
now works on the Fox comedy
Pauly starring Pauly Shore, indi—
cated that there are so many Gay
writers working in television today
that they had difficult finding
straight ones to balance out the
writer‘s table. The drawback to all
of this openness for the writers has
been the inability to realize realis—

Deep
Inside

Most likely, the network will
use the summer months to plan a
course for the show in the coming
new season and gauge the reaction
of viewers across the country. If
the network is concerned about los—
ing ad revenue on the show, their
fears may be unfounded.
The ABC affiliate in Minneapo—
lis ran an ad for Gay reparative
therapy during a re—
cent episode of Ellen,
® opening up a whole
© new revenue potential
#
© in middle America.
®
®
*
Marky Mark:
+
Porn Star
e
Ever since Liz

z Smith mentioned that
The March meeting ,
HOLMMW OOD
» former Calvin Klein
featured Out TV Com— e
e model Mark Wahl—
edy Writers, including :
By Miss Paige Turner
® berg would have full—
writers from Rose— ,
6
frontal nudity in his
anne, Frasier, and of e
new film Boogie
course, Ellen. While
open Lesbian Ellen staff writer tic Gay storylines, even when it Nights, I have been dying to see it.
Jennifer Fisher spoke several times would seem appropriate, particu— In Boogie Nights, Mark Wahlberg
about "the big one" in reference to larly for "family" shows airing in plays a very well—endowed porn
star at the industry‘s peak in the
the upcoming "coming out" epi— the 8 o‘clock time slot.
sode of Ellen (slated for April 30),
The ABC series Clueless is a late ‘70s and early ‘80s.
While the movie is not set for
most questions and debate centered perfect example. Writer Wendy
release
until May 23rd, New Line
around the Lesbian kiss episode of Engelberg explainedthat before
Cinema,
which is distributing the
Roseanne several years ago.
joining the series, ABC had al—
While Roseanne has continued ready made the decision to not to film, has been previewing it for test
to push the envelope with Gay put the Gay character that had audiences to get reactions.
The movie was recently shown
characters on her show, nothing worked so nicely in the movie into
since has sparked as much contro— the TV series based on the hit film. at a test screening which seemed
versy or ratings for her. Despite the
"It is a different story when you ‘to include most of Wahlberg‘s core
popularity of the episode, other are talking about T.G.I.F. (ABC‘s audience: Gay men. Not surpris—
shows have not tried to go further popular Friday night family line— ing, since an audience recruiter
with more explicit Gay storylines. up)." All of the shows are 8 p.m. stood outside a West Hollywood
All of the writers expressed frus— shows, even when they air at 9 gym for two days asking, "Do you
tration at the inability to portray p.m. or 9:30 p.m." Ellen, which want to see Marky Mark naked?"
Despite a smattering of ap—
more fully the "sexuality" in ho— had previously been an 8 p.m.
mosexuality on sitcoms, though show, experienced the same diffi— plause at the end of the nearly
they did praise the recent openness culties when the rumors first three—hour feature, most of the
in Hollywood which has allowed spread that the title character VIPs in the balcony (studio execu—
tives, talent agents, etc.) aban—
would come out.
Gay writers to flourish.
While the show was moved to doned the theater long before the
At one point, James Berg, a
a later time slot, and a "coming film ended.
The film is entertaining with
out" date was chosen, staff writer
Fisher could offer little more in— strong performances by Wahlberg,
formation about the direction of the independent favorite Julianne
Ellen
show, explaining that it has really Moore, beleaguered star Burt
Reynolds, and Fargo Oscar—nomi—
Continued from page 30
not been decided.
nee William H. Macy, but will al—
While
she
did
admit
that
Ellen
moved on to address other issues
most certainly be cut severely
DeGeneres‘
contributions
to
the
in her life, I can hear millions of
before
its release.
people quoting the words of that "coming out" episode were so ex—
It
contains
fairly graphic sex
old Peggy Lee song — "Is That All tensive that she would be receiv—
scenes,
including
several with
ing
a
writing
credit
for
the
show,
There Is?" The party will be over
Wahlberg,
and
a
very
funny run—
Fisher
also
confessed
that
nothing
and while some Americans will be
ning
gag
involving
Macy
(which
appalled by what has transpired~ has been decided for the series be—
will
probably
be
cut
from
the
film).
the vast majority will have to find yond the two episodes that will fall
There
are
several
great
scenes
that
between
"the
big
one"
and
the
end
something other than homosexual—
rely heavily on the time period for
of
the
television
season.
ity to disdain.
My fear is that hate groups and
self—righteous zealots will come
crawling out of the woodwork and
wreak havoc on the Gay commu—
Thanks
nity and those who support our
quest for equality and representa—
for the
tion in all facets of the American
dream. The Donald Wildmons and
to Vern & Stumpy and
the Kirk Fordices of the world will
spew forth their dismay and dis—
All the Others Who Came Out for It
gust at this national outing. The
Special Guest Bartender
skinheads, neo—nazis, Christian
Terri Dearborn.
coalitions, and other holier—than—
We all look forward to the next one!
thou groups will wage a campaign
that will return us to the civil rights
fig
of the Sixt

the comedy, including an incred— Guin Turner, and includes cameos
ible disco dance number with by several Lesbian and Gay com—
Wahlberg and the rest of the cast munity figures, including culture
doing a low—rent version of Satur— critic Camille Paglia.
day Night Fever.
Even with strong reviews and
While there has been much dis— numerous international awards,
cussion over Wahlberg‘s nudity in director Dunye has been unable to
the film, like a good porn film, convince the mainstream and in—
Boogie Nights is saving the big dependent film community of the
shot for last.
movie‘s financial viability at the
Before you get your hopes up, box office.
the goods are not Wahlberg‘s, and
While it is true that few inde—
if the audible gasps of horror in the pendent features enjoy broad dis—
theater are any indication, there tribution without Oscar nomina—
will be an additional 13 inches on tions, Watermelon Woman has had
the cutting room floor.
a particularly difficult time given
the amount of attention it has al—
Watermelon Goes
ready received.
Underground
Perhaps the film‘s multi—racial
New Queer Cinema may have content and its controversy as an
revolutionized the art house scene NEA grant winner have contrib— —
in the early 90s, but the film Wa— uted to distributors‘ fears that
termelon Woman proves that there people will shy away from a film
is still a long way to go to main— which includes what one reviewer
stream acceptance. Despite win— called the "hottest Lesbian love
ning the Teddy Bear for best Gay scene."
and Lesbian feature at the 1996
The opposition to the film has
Berlin Film Festival, among other only made filmmaker Dunye more
awards, the film has had trouble resolute and she has launched a
getting wide distribution in the grassroots effort to promote the
United States.
film.
:
Watermelon Woman is the story
Through e—mail and word of
of a young Black Lesbian (played mouth, Dunye is hoping that the
by the film‘s director Cheryl Lesbian and Gay community will
Dunye), who struggles to make a come out en masse to show their
documentary about a beautiful and support for a quality independent
elusive 1930s film actress, popu— film.
Miss Paige Turner can be reached
larly known as the Watermelon
through this publication or by e—mail
Woman.
The film co-stars Go Fish babe atpaige@ planetout.com.
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HUNDREDS OF GUYS IO CHOOSE FROM!
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Call The 200 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages. Only $1.99 per minute. 18+. Customer Service: 41 5—281 -31 83
COCKY CAMPER | live in the North
West part of West Tennessee. I like to
camp and hike. I‘m very discreet and
straight acting. I‘d like to meet men in my
area for fun and good times. (Memphis)
#13109
SHOW ME THE ROPES I‘m 32 years
old, 6, 155lbs, divorced White male. I
would like to meet straight acting men to
experience with. I‘m new at this and

lookinifor someone to show me the ropes.
(Memphis) #10961
LET‘S PLAY DRESS UP I‘m 5‘4, Blond
hair, Blue eyes. I"m looking for a Gay or
Bi male who loves to play Eel passionate
games. I love being with men. I like bras,
nties, and silky underwear. You have to
g: clean and discreet. Call me. (Memphis)
#11149
IT‘S A MANS‘ WORLD I‘m 5511,
152lbs. I‘m interested in men 23 to 38. |
have a lot of interests and hobbies. Call
me. (Memphis) #11684
SECOND SHIFT WORKER !‘m 511,
195lbs, Brown hair, Blue eyes, hairy. If
ou want to meet me please call. I like all
inds of music, computers, games, TV,
playing, canoeing, etc. Co|Pme (Memphis)

234546
BAREFOOT IN THE PARK I‘m a 36
year old Black male, 58, 185lbs. I like
music, movies, theatre, walking in the park
and good times. I‘m seeking a tall man
over 200lbs who is safe, clean cut and
drug free. Please respond. (Memphis)
#26379
LOYAL BOTTOM WANTED I‘m a top
man looking for a hot bottom. If you want
to be loyal to a hot top call me. (Memphis)
#5404
f
MASCULINE BROTHERS ONLY I‘m a
Black male, 24 years old, 5‘6, 157lbs,
work out, nice body. I‘m looking for a
Black male who is taller than I am. If you
have a nice body and are very masculine
call me. (Memphis) 29406
GOOD FRIENDS I‘m a 34 year old Gay
Black male looking for other Gay men in
my area for friencihip. Call me.
(Memphis) #9474
BROTHER TO BROTHER !‘m a 24 year
old Gay Black male, 55, 155lbs. I like
music, shopping, dancing, working and
the outdoors. I‘m looking for another Gar
Black male 24 to 35. Call me. (Memphisil
210023

GOING BI WAY? I‘m 26 years old, Bi
White male. I‘m looking for file same 18 to

26. | like to have fun and experiment. Call
me. (Memphis) #210084

DINE ON 69 I‘m a Gay White male, 26
years old. I‘m looking for other Gay White
men 18 to 26. | like to party, wine and dine
and 69. Call me. (Memphis) #10453
1 LOVE PREPPY MEN I‘m 510, 180lbs,
Brown hair, Green eyes, very discreet,
straight acting. I‘m into preppy type guys. I
want someone 24 to 30 who is wel
defined, well hung, and well dressed. Call
me. (Memphis) #8378
FRIENDSHIP AND FUN I‘m a Gay
White male looking for a Gay Black male
25 to 45. If you are interested please call
me. (Memphis) #8846
BEER GUT? I‘m a Gay White male
looking for other Gay men to have fun with.
I want someone who is around 200 or
250lbs. I like someone with a beer gut. If
that‘s you please call me. (Memphis
#8852
WAITING TO HEAR FROM YOU I‘m a
25 year old Black male looking for other
men 19 top 35. I like hot Jazz, the parks,
movies, dining out, etc. Call me. (Memphis)
#7921
MORE OF A HOME BODY I‘m looking
for someone who is kind hearted and
sensitive. If you can appreciate quiet times
call me. (Memphis) #5631
READY FOR A CHANGE? I‘m a Gay
White transvestite, 42 years old. I love
being with men. I‘m very passable, very
feminine. I‘m looking for guys to date and _
have fun with. Call me anytime. Lets do it.
(Memphis) #6875
JUST YOU AND ME I‘m 26 years old,
young Black male. I‘m looking in someone
25 to 35 for a mature monogamous
relationship. Call me. (Memphis) #6918
LET‘S BUILD A RELATIONSHIP I‘m a
professional Gay White male, 32 years
old, 58, 1 40lbs, good looking, well
endowed bottom. I‘m looking for a
professional Black male for a relationship.
Serious calls only. (Memphis) #7283
TRANSSEXUAL WANTED I‘m 28 years
old, 61, 18O0lbs. I‘m looking for a
Transsexual for a meaningful relationship.
Call me. [Memphis) #3781
YOUNG COLLEGE STUDENT I‘m a hot
19 year old college student looking for
older men who know how to have a hot
time. (Memphis) #4236
SALT LOOKING FOR PEPPER I‘m a Bi
White male looking for a Bi or Gay Black
male 30‘s or 40‘s. I‘m a laid back type of
rson, home body. I would like to get to
Ezow a Black male for friendship and
possibly more. Call me. (Memphis)
#4449
LOOKING FOR
NEW
FRIENDS I‘m
21 years old,
Japanese,
511, 130lbs.
I‘m looking for
guys aroun
my age to go

1—800—716—2868
1.99/Min. Must Be 18+

cu); 03d do
things with.
Please call me.
(Memphis)
#4738

LOOKING FOR FUN I‘m looking for a
Gay Black male 25 to 45 for fun and
friendship. Call me. (Memphis) #22682
LET‘S DO IT !‘m a 30 year old
Black
male looking for White men or Black men.
I‘m looking for a very physical man who
likes long walks, good conversation, and
dining out. (Memphis) #22968
HALF AND HALF I‘m a Gay Black male,
30 years old, 6‘1, 1 30lbs, big kid, half
nature boy, half city boy. I‘m looking for a
Gay White male 20 to 50 who is clean
shaven. Call me. (Memphis) #23416
DISCRETION A MUST I‘m looking for a.
man 35 to 55 who can be discreet and
monogamous. Call me. (Memphis)
#24845
SANE AND ENJOYABLE I‘m 35 years
old, 57, 1 40lbs, Brown hair, Blue eyes,
aftractive. I‘m new to Memphis and would
like to meet men for safe fun. (Memphis)
#20200
DRESS SOCK FETISH I‘m attractive, Gay &
White male, dress sock fetish. I‘m lookin
for preppy or business men 21 to 30. Call
me. (Memphis) #1879
DOMINATE ME I‘m a Gay Black male
looking forfun. I‘m very passive. Call me.
(Memphis) #2018
THE REAL THING I‘m a Gay Black man
looking for someone who is genuine and
hard working like me. I‘m 5‘8, 275lbs, ex
football player, down to earth. I‘m not
looking For one night stands. Genuine

loving people only. (Memphis) #2802
WHITE MALE SEEKS BLACK PAL I‘m a
Bi White male, 22 years old, 510, 165lbs.
I seek Black men 18 to 25 who is in good
shape. (Memphis) #27858
FIRM AND GENTLE DADDY
WANTED I‘m looking for a daddy. I‘m 31
ears old, 59, 155lbs, short hair, short
Lord, mustache. I like short and stocky
teddy bear type, and tall and slender men.
If you are older, firm, gentle, and enjoy all
kinds of fun, call me. (Memphis) #29274
UNTIL THEN I‘m a Gay Black male, 6‘1,
245lbs, dark skin, Brown eyes, short hair. I
like music, shopping, quiet times, and
friends. I‘m seeking a Gay Black male 24 to
35 who knows what he wants. Call me.
(Memphis) #32188
BI WHITE SEEKS BI BLACK I‘m a 22
year old Bi White male looking for Bi Black
men 19 to 23. Call me. (Memphis)
233401
LET‘S HAVE FUN I‘m a 27 year old Gay
White male,—6‘4, Blonde hair, Blue eyes. I
like to dance, write poems, short stories,
and having fun. I‘m seeking a nice guy 19
to 30 for friendship and more. Call me.
(Memphis) #34003

MANHANDLER How do you handle a
hungry man? I‘m 26, 59, 140lbs, looking
for fun, fulfilling times, with guys of about
my size, under 25 years old. Quench my
craving. [Murfreesboro] #20192
TEDDY BEAR LOOKING FOR LOVER
I‘m a 28 year old White male, Brown hair,
Blue eyes, 5‘10, 230lbs, mustache, beard.
I‘m seeking a sincere relationship with an
older man 35 to 50, someone I can love
and share my life with. I like theatre,
movies, music, etc. If you are full of life in
and out of bed please call me.
(Murfreesboro) #6303
NOTHING LATTE FOR ME Are you
turned on by coffeehouse musician ers?

Take a gander at me. I‘m 35, 6f with dark
Blonde ﬂair, Blue eyes, a goatee and a
slim, sexy body. I wanna meet a young,
slender, good looking top for hottimes.
Make it a double. (Nashville) #224646
YOUNG DAD My name is Tim and I‘m
looking for a top. I‘m 29 years old, 6‘2
and 250lbs. 1 enjoy ice skating,
swimming, fishing and horseback riding.
(Nashville) #24517

LET‘S KEEP IT SMALL | like small guys
like me. If you‘re between 18 and 27,
and weigh under 160lbs, I want to meet
you for some fun. I‘m 26, 59, 1 35lbs,
with Brown hair, and Hazel eyes.
(Nashville) #21568
LEAVE YOUR IMAGE AT THE
DOOR | want you to just be you. I‘m a
33 year old, Gay, White, professional
male. I weigh 275lbs, with a hairy body,
and Brownian, and Green eyes. Inner
beauty, and intelligence, are what‘s
important to me. Let me look inside you.
(Nashville) #23516
THAT‘S WHAT I LIKE! Attractive guy
in Nashville, is hoping to meet a guy
around 30 years old, and 5‘8, who is
interested in sports, dining out, dancing,
and leisure activities. Hey, baby!
(Nashville) #23305
‘LL PICK YOU UP Would you like to
go on a good, old—fashioned, date? I am
a Gay, White male, 511, 180lbs, with
wavy Brown hair, and Blue eyes. I‘m very
attractive. I like hiking, biking, and any
outdoor activity. I also like theater, and
the arts. How about catching dinner and
a movie? (Nashville) #23054
CHECK OUT THIS FRAT BOY I‘m
6‘1, 18O0lbs, Brown hair, Green eyes. I‘m
just an average looking fraternity boy.
I‘m looking for guys in the Nashville area
for friends and fun. (Nashville}
#21941
LET ME JOIN YOU I‘m a middle aged
professional Gay White male, 510,
155lbs, tan, versatile. I like outdoor fun.
I‘m looking for clean and fit Gay White
couples for a possible three way
relationship. (Nashville) #7015
I‘M FREE ON THE WEEKEND I‘m 24
years old and I‘m looking for someone
18 to 30 for friendship and more. I‘m
over the bar scene. Been there, done that,
ready to move on. I‘m looking for a
masculine man not into mind games. Call
me. (Nashville) #32071

EMBRACEABLE YOU Are you color
blind, and into romance? I‘ve found you at
last. I‘m an attractive, bald, and sexy,
Black male, 6‘1, who is looking for a
masculine, non—smoker for passionate
times. I‘m fine, kind, and very romantic.
The soft music is playing. Turn the lights
down. (Nashville) #224494
SLOW AND EASY? Friendly, Red
haired, Blue—eyed man, 41 year old, is
looking to meet the right guy. I‘m seeking
someone whois aftractive, gelween 35
and 45, who has a good personality. We
can take it slow and easy. Let‘s get to
know each other. (Nashville) #24365

BAR SCENE BARRED The bars have
little to offer but one night stands. Do you
agree? My name is Adam, I‘m 24, 510,
180lbs, Medium build, Brown hair, Blue
~ eyes, and not into the bar scene. The
outdoors, movies, dinners, plays, are a
LET‘S GO BOWLING I‘m a Gay White
male, 25 years old, 5‘6, 150lbs, Blue eyes, few of the things I love. I‘m looking for
someone in his late 20s to late 30s, with
Black hair, glasses, mustache. I seek others
similar interests. Let‘s be friends first. Are
for a relationship. I like movies, dining out,
you the one? (Nashville) #23815
and bowling. (Memphis) #22394
SAFE FUN I‘m in my early 40s, 6h,
165lbs, muscular. I‘m looking for one or
more, firm, well built, safe men for
pleasures. Call me. (Memphis) #22364

1—900—288—5847
o irae else
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MAN IN MARTIN | love the outdoors. |
would like to meet some guys in my area for
good times. Call me. (Martin) #7106

HEY! STRAY THIS WAY I‘m good —
looking and I‘m looking for straight guys in
the
Memphis area to have hot man to man
BATESVILLE BEDMATE if you‘re
sex with. (Memphis) #17395
LET‘S GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER
relationship material, and you enjoy good
I‘m 510, 180lbs, Brown hair, Green eyes.
country living, give me a call. I‘m 32, 59,
YOUNG SPUNK WANTED I‘m 34 years
I‘m looking for someone who is older,
180lbs, with Blond hair, and Brown eyes. I‘m
old, 511, 160lbs, Blond hair, Brown eyes,
stronger, masculine, and dominant. I need
a successful, small business owner. I‘m
slim build, and hairy. I‘m interested in
someone whois caring and loving. Lets have
looking for a sincere guy, between 25 and
YOU KNOW, MOTHER NATURE I‘m
meeting younger men to have fun with.
a good time. Call me. (Martin) #34878
40, with dark hair and skin. Race is not
looking for straight looking guys that are
(Memphis) #16006
important. (Batesville) #24724
unihibited in their 20‘s to 30‘s. 1 like guys
1 NEED A TUNE UP We‘re not getting
CHICKEN
LICKING GOOD I‘m looking
that like to work out and like to stay in
anywhere! I‘m in a relationship, but I think
FIRST PARTNER NEEDED We sent
for some guys for hot group action. Older
shape.
If
you
fill
that
bill,
give
me
a
call.
I
we‘re out of gas. I need to rev up my engine
Clinton to Washington, to keep things in
men preferred. I‘m 25 years old. (Memphis)
want to have safe fun. Naturism.
with someone new. Maybe we‘ll get better
order. Now, I‘m keeping the peace, here in
#16053
(Memphis)
#20084
mileage together. (Memphis) #25072
Fayetteville. I need your help. I‘m a 29 year
MIDDLE OF THE ROAD? I‘m looking for
oil}, Gay male, 64, 265lbs, with Brown hair
LOYAL FOR YOU I‘m a 24 year old
LET ME SIT ON TOP OF YOUR WORL
a middle aged, Gay White male that is
and eyes. I‘m very masculine, and
Gay
White
male,
510,
175lbs,
Brown
New to Memphis. I‘m an attractive, Gay,
honest and compassionate. I like movies,
relationship oriented. Public scandals
hair,
Green
eyes.
I‘m
looking
for
a
White, professional, male. I am a young—
dining out, and having a good time. I‘m
frowned upon. (Fayetteville) #11669
relationship with someone who is loyal,
looking, 35 years old, 6 ft, 155lbs. I‘m
dominate, straight acting, honest, age 30s healthy, personable, and grug free.
seeking well—endowed, tops, who are
PREPSTER I‘m looking for guys kinda like
(Memphis) #16417
to 40s. (Memphis) #17958
me. I‘m 19, 62, 170lbs, wig] Blond hair and discrete and straight—acting. Drug—free,
LITTLE, TOY BOY I‘m very interested in
Green eyes. I‘m pretty cute. If your looks are
please. Give me a call, would love to get
HI, DAD! I‘m an attractive Italian male,
meeting hot, top men. (Memphis) #10906
somewhat the same and you‘re a little
together. (Memphis) #24442
straight acting, hairy, and masculine. I‘m
preppy, give me a call. I‘ll bet we can make
looking to meet some friends. You won‘t
ONLY FROM THIS WORLD, PLEASE
SEVEN SOLID INCHES | enjoy hanging
a connection. (Fayetteville) #21252
be disappointed. (Memphis) #18140
I‘m looking forward to meeting a normal
out and having fun. Also into ciuﬁs, movies,
BROTHER TO BROTHER 33 year old,
person. I‘m one myself. No drugs or alcohol.
music, bars, and restaurants. I‘m 34, 511,
JUST YOU AND ME I‘m a 55 year old
TENNESSEE WALTZ I‘m looking to meet
Black male, seeks serious—minded brother.
(Memphis) #14764
160lbs, short Brown hair, Brown eyes, and
professional Gay White male, financially
people in the West Tennessee area. Give
I‘ve been described as caring, sensitive, and
equipped with seven, solid inches. Be
me a call and let‘s get acquainted.
secure, 56, 150lbs, HIV negative. I‘m in
A LOT TO GIVE I‘m 35 years old, 5‘9,
intelligent, with a good sense of humor. My
somewhat near my age, similar in shape
[Memphis) ©20895
search of a Gay White male for a
155lbs, good shape, top man. I‘m lookin
name is Roderick. I‘m 511, 160lbs, with
and size. Lets‘ enjoy each others. Any race.
monogamous relationship. I‘m looking for
for someone 18 to 25 who is a bottom. I
TOTAL TESTOSTERONE I‘m looking for
short, Black hair and a mustache. If you are
(Memphis) #23895
who is goal oriented, graduate you like to have a lot of fun call me.
masculine men who are Bi or Bi—curious. I‘m someone
outgoing, secure with yourself, and Else to
student, or medical school. Discreet, non
(Memphis) #15051
EVEFSHYTHING
DELUXeEdWant
mbest
of
an
attractive
Bi,
Black
male.
I
enjoy
the
art
have a go d time, give me a call. (Huntsville}
smokers and non drinkers only.
everything? I‘m a Divorced,
Gay, White
scene, dance, camping, traveling, and
#23753
THIS
MID TOWN MAN WANTS YOU
(Memphis) #18522
male, 6’29, 188lbs, with darkciBCi‘yown hair,
working out. I am extremely turned on by
I‘m
a
23
year old Black male. I would like to
TELE—TALK | wanna talk on the phone. I‘m
Green eyes, and a mustache. I‘m extremely
Italian, Hispanic, and Irish guys. Let‘s
TAKE YOUR CLOTHES OFF I‘m a
meet a White male who is ready
for a
a clean cut guy, 511, 155lbs, with Black
hairy, and very well endowed.. I‘m looking
wrestle. (Memphis) #18398
Gay, White male, 56, medium build. I‘m possible relationship. I‘m in mid town
hair, and Brown eyes. I‘m looking to chat
for a serious, Gay male, 25 to 46, whois
looKin for guys between their 20s and
Memphis. I do enjoy the clubs. I have light
DONT TAKE IT OFF! I‘m a single, White 30s,
with other guys between 3Oand 35. Dial me. interested in a monogamous, long term
who are straight acting with a
skin, Hazel eyes, 5‘1 1, 180lbs. I like to have
#25542
male,
looking
for
a
pre—op
Transsexual.
You
relationship. I‘m notinto the bars, butI love
build. I prefer guys into
a good time at home, cooking, computers,
should have breasts, and be able to pass as medium
trips to Florida, antiquing, quiet nights at
naturism. (Memphis) #19751
vigeos, good conversation, and more.
an aftractive woman, but not have had the
home, and sessions of hearty passion.
(Memphis) #1646
final
surgery,
if
you
know
what
I
mean.
LEATHER,
RUBBER AND SWEAT I‘m
(Memphis) #23185
Please be healthy, kind, and considerate. Be a 48 year old, sweaty, kinky, Gay, White BIG PERSONALITY I‘m a Gay White
OPEN OPTIONS I‘m 30 years old, 511,
INFORMATION LEAK You do the talking. discreet as well, as I would like to keep this
bear, who is butch, hairy, at 6‘1, and
190lbs, well built. I like to bike ride and
male, Blond hair, Green eyes, 31 years old,
just between us. (Memphis) #20726
spend quality time with someone special. I‘m I want to know what‘s going on out there.
220 lbs, and well—endowed. I‘m looking
hairy chest, very large personality, top man.
Call
me
with
a
news
update.
(Memphis)
looking for someone no taller than me. Latin
for rough action, erotic pain, and am into I‘m attracted to corporate business
men
ORDER
GIVER
I‘m
a
tall,
thin,
Gay
male,
#23100
men are a plus. I‘m Hispanic and American
rubber, and dirty jockstraps.
with salt and pepper hair. (MemphiZiJe
48 years old. I‘m looking for a boy toy who leather,
Indian. Ca|i>me. (Fort Meyers) #20372
(Memphis)
#49991
RENDEZVOUS IN MEMPHIS |‘ll be in
#14924
is into being obedient and understands that
Memphis for a meeting in January, and
WARMEST MOUTH IN THE SOUTH
he will be punished if he isn‘t. Need to be
EASY GOING I‘m new to the game and DOUBLE DIP We are a Gay couple
would like to have some hot times while I‘m
Remember the warmest mouth you ever felt
kept in line? (Memphis) #20981
very curious. I‘m a Gay White male, 23
looking for discreet fun with White men 25
there. I‘m a Black male, 511, 145lbs, with a
around you? Mine is nicer. I‘m a masculine,
years old, 59, 130lbs, Brown hair and
to
30. We would like to hear from you.
PRETTY
FEET
Attractive,
Gay,
White
toned,
runner‘s
build.
I‘m
good
looking,
with
good looking, 35 year old male, 511,
Green eyes. I‘m looking for another Ga
(Memphis) #13591
male, in my 30s, 59 and 155 lbs. 1 am
a goatee. I‘m into White guys, between 21
155lbs, with Brown hair, and Green eyes. I
White
male
between
the
ages
of
20
anti
mostly top, a smoker, looking for bottoms
to 35, with nice bodies. Please be good
want to meet other masculine, well hung,
30 to share quality time with. My hobbies GOING BI WAY? I‘m a Bi White male
between the ages of 25 and 35 about my
men who need some oral service.
looking and hot. We‘ll get along just fine.
looking for someone to be friends with,
are
bowling, dancing, swimming, and
size and HIV—. 1 like movies, travel and
(Germantown) #24497
(Memphis) #23218
ssib? more. Give me a call and let me
reading. Straight acting only! (Memphis)
going out with my friends. (Memphis)
ow. (Memphis) 213617
8189go
TONED ABS ARE IN FASHION | live in
HARD MAN WORKS I‘m a 22 year old
©5350
Knoxville, but travel to Nashville very often.
White male. I‘m 510, 195lbs and me
HONEST DUDE? I‘m single, White
FRESH FRUIT We are 2 guys new here
RIDE MY PONY | am 18 years old, 56,
I‘m looking for guys to hang out with me.
Brown hair and eyes. I‘m a hard workin
male, 24 years old, 59, 1 48lbs, dark,
from Los Angeles. We are looking for other
150
lbs
and
I‘m
looking
for
a
Tall,
Young,
I‘m 22,511, i%0|bs with Bacck hair, dark
man and take my free time seriously. 1 Hie
mid town guys for three ways, couples, etc.
Green
eyes
and
short
Brown
hair.
I‘m
an
Handsome, Black man to fulfill my needs. If
Brown eyes, a smooth body, and toned
movies occasional nights out and especially
times are waiting. (Memphis)
ambitious, out going, personable guy. I‘m
ou
think
you
can
ride
this
Pony
call
me.
abs. Coﬁlme if you want to have some fun.
evenings at home. Call and let‘s spend some
213636
looking for honest, masculine,
(Memphis
#16675
(Knoxville) #224908
rofessional, single, White males,
ARE YOU READY FOR ROMANCE?
B—1 BOMBER New to Memphis. I‘m a 24
tween the ages of 22 and 34, for
CROSS—DRESSING
I‘m a Gay White male professional looking
ear
old,
Gay,
Black
male,
5°8,
150lbs,
friendship
onciJ
ssibly
more.
I
like
the
KINK I‘m
to
meet someone very special for a one on
iiondsome
and
very
well
built.
Former
outdoors, traveling and physical activities.
interested in
one monogamousrelationship. I like
military,
masculine,
urban
type.
I‘m
discreet
(Memphis)
#17527
meeting
romance, beach, etc. Call me. (Memphis)
and take care of business. You are a Gay,
Transvestites,
SIMPLE QUEST I‘m a single White
213821
White
male,
handsome,
athletic,
in
shape,
and
male, 24 years old, 59, 148lbs, Brown
and employed, looking for friendship, £2
Charge It!
crossdressers,
hair, Brown eyes, good looking, in shape, THE BIG ONE I‘m a Gay White man, 35
and
more.
Serious
only.
(Memphis)
who are into
college
educated professional. I‘m not into years old, in shape. I‘m looking for above
average men. If you are interested leave a
kinky sex. I‘m in #1117
the bar scene or cruising. I am into
message. I will be discreet. (Memphis)
western
HOT NEWCOMER I‘m a hot, Gay, White movies, concerts, community events,
212086
Tennessee, and
male, 50 years old and new to the area
clubs, and letting go. I‘m new to the area
willing to travel,
Are you a hot Daddy who can meet my
and feeling kin o? isolated and lonely.
JUST THE BASICS !‘m 32 years old, 511,
if the situation is
neecﬁ? I‘m waiting to give you what you
I‘m looking for professional single lelile
dark hair, 180lbs. I‘m just looking for some
1—800—716—2868
right. (Memphis) want. You won‘t disappointed. (Memphis)
men 22 to 34 for friendship (mg more.
uys to get together and have fun with.
#21673
22813
(Memphis) #17526
1.99/Min. Must Be 18+
?Memphis) 212095
ONE FOR ONE OR MORE Hey guys!
This 5‘11, 160lb man with Blond Keir and
Brown eyes, wants to meet you. I‘m open,
adventurous and discrete. Singles?
Couples? Let‘s get together and have
some fun and good times. (Memphis)
#20250

FOR YOUR FREE AD CALL 1—800—546—6366. THE MANFINDERs, SYSTEM WILL DO THE REST! |
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CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30
words (including address or phone
number) and a $2.00 charge for the
use of our P.O. Box. Please specify if
you want to use our P.O. Box. Com—
mercial ads are charged at the rate of
20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum. Phone
numbers andzip codes are free. Dead—
ling for ads is the 15th of each month.
Send to Triangle Journal News, Box
11485 Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Classifieds must be submitted in writ—
ing and mustinclude your name and a
telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
like a copy of the issue your ad
appears in, please send $1.00 to
cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TUN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announce—
ments and classifieds must be re—sub—
mitted each month, in writing, by the
15th of the month.

clusive resort for men & women. Hot
tub. Country club privileges. Green—
wood Hollow Ridge, Rt 4, Box 155,
Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
5283.
The Arbour Gien Bed & Breakfast—
Circa 1896. Located on Eureka Springs

Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
furnished with antiques offers accom—
modations to men and women. Home
is located in small Tennessee River
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
country dinner. Area activities include:
boating, walking trails, antique shops,
auctions. Your hosts are available to
assist with planning local activities.
Reservations::901—278—5844.

GWM, 59", br, gr, 150#, slim, smooth,
discreet, great bottom, seeks fun and
games with in—shape men. No fats,

privileges—washer/dryer in home.
Television/VCR in room, cable pro—
vided. One house close to casino in

Local escort service needs attractive,
in—shape males, 18 to 30. Great pay,
flexible hours. To apply, call (901) 320—
0967. Enter your phone # followed by

fems, druggies or unemployed, please!
Married, bi—curious couples okay. Call
J.B.: (901) 384—6660.
WM, 33, seeks companion, 18—25, to
share eternity. I‘ve seen the unicorns,

Woodland Lake, other i Southaven.
Hook up in room for private telephone
line. $295 plus deposit. Utilities in—

climbed the mountain of success and
danced with life—now it‘s time to meet
someone unique—a person who I can
reach the stars beside, one who knows
how to love and appreciates his mate—
to appreciate the ups
and downs. I am finan—
cially secure, own two
homes, one in country
on lake and not into the
bar scene. Must like the
outdoors but be happy
cuddling up and watch—
ing a movie at home.
One who appreciates
his body but uses his
mind. Anindividual who «
is proud of who he is ®
and not what he is. If
you are interested call
(601) 429—2550 after
7pm and leave a mes—

Services
Gayvon—Order your Pride flags for

888.
Massace SErvicEs
YOU DESERVE THE BEST. Califor—
nia trained, certified body—worker of—
fering therapeutic and sports massage.
1‘/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—
9768.

9010.

MopeLs
Memphis Male escort service. Hot,
young, fantasy studs available 24 hrs.
Selection of males to choose from.
Ages vary from 18 to 30. To set up a
session, call our pager # (901) 320—
0967. Enter a phone # and a rep will
call you back.
5

Heup WaAntED
ADiscreet Meet—Memphis‘ finest mas—
sage salon & escort service now hiring
men & women, Gay & bisexual only.
357—5488.
D.J. needed to spin records in urban
contempo dance club. If you are famil—
iar with Jr. Vasquez, Frankie Knuck—
les, DJ Claudette, Little Louie Vega,
and others send bio and sample tape
to LMG, P.O. Box 3689, Memphis, TN

38173.
Houseboy wanted. Must be between
18 and 27, in—shape, not into bar scene.
Room, board and some financial as—
sistance in exhange for loyalty and
dedication. Looking for someone to
take care of three country homes on
250 acre, as well as help maintain

April 1997
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obedient. No fats, fems or drug users.
Call (601) 429—2550 after 7pm. Seri—
ous only.

Historic District loop close to down—
town shops & restaurants. Completely
renovated for comfort but still main—
taining its old world charm, elegance &
romance. Picturesque tree—covered
hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7 Lema,
Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—

1

Brep & BREAKFAST

Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Ex—

D

PERSONALS
Bi/WM, 41, 6‘, 205#, masculine and
married, looking for daytime fun—Sat.
& Sun. a.m.‘s Can cum to you. Write:
SC, 2310 W. Matthews, A—208,
Jonesboro, AR 72491.
Butch Valentine—I have an insider tip
on a giant 2—for—1 hairspray sale
comming up in April. Can even get you
cheap dentu—cream whitening formula!
We should do brunch sometime. Love
the column. Signed, Mule.

cluded in rent. Call after 7pm, leave
message: (601) 429—2550.

June NOW and beat the rush. Lowest
possible prices. We ship anywhere.
(901) 388—9986.

sage. Serious only.
Roommate
Male seeks same to rent
furnished room in pri—
vate home. Full kitchen

grounds and care for pets. Must be
K

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
8:00 pm
Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm
Discussion |
Saturday
8:00 pm
Discussion

You were chosen by God
to be who you are —
gay, Lesbian or
heterosexual.
The expression of
your sexuality is a gift from

(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

God in making and

Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
7:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Thursday
12 Noon
Discussion (Open)
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)

building of relationships.
INTEGRITY is a family
of Gays, Lesbians and

Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)

their friends within the
INTEGRITY is a place to

NAME

Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)

ADDRESS

Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion (Open)

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.

city
PHONE

STATE

ZIP

B

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Episcopal Church.
find community and
support.
INTEGRITY offers

'

ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:30 pm
Discussion (Open)
OA (Overeaters Anonymous)
Monday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Friday
6:00 om
Feelings Meeting (Open)
*Memphis Lambda Cen‘
‘nc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enh:
«ent of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay a..« Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)

opportunities for growth,
prayer, friendship and
understanding.
INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Calvary Episcopal Church
\

at 525—6602.

_ )
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Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 = 387—
printed as a public service, and its listings
1567.
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization » 1450 Poplar,
have not been charged. All phone num—
Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #278—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
«AIDS.
noted.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
Information # 725—4898.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. # Gays Off Cleveland Street (GOCS):
Social Group * c/o Sunshine Lounge,
345—0657.
1379 Lamar # 272—9843.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
Holy Trinity Community Church*:
a 744—7494.
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm;
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison
White Station # 683—9649.
# 726—9443.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®*: 2432 _ Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
Summer a 323—2665.
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd @ 525—
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
6602.
396—9050.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
Lambda Center @ 276—7379.
4513.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
5760.
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
Alternative Restaurant: 553 So Cooper
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
a 1725—7922.
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar a 454—1366.
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Arizona*: 394 North Watkins # 272—9000.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY):
~ Autumn Street Pub*: 1349 Autumn #
PO Box 241852, Memphis,
274—8010.
TN 38124 # 725—7152
O
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
Jonathan Green for info,
5522.
e ——m a l !~:
Coffee Cellar: 3573 Southern # 320—7853.
Udo
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 725—8156. . Memphis
Center
for
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
Reproductive Health: 1462
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian:
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 728—
Community
Center
5553.
(MGLCC): Box 41074,
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
Memphis 38174 a 324—4297.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—8015.
Memphis Lambda Center*:
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
Meeting place for 12—step £,
9794.
recovery programs ® 1488
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
9843.
The Edge*: 532 South Cooper # 272—
3036.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN. # 1—901—668—3749.
WKRB in Memphis*: 1528 Madison #
278—9321.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
BOOKS & GIFTS
A Novel Idea*: Book Store +2113 Madison
in Overton Square ## 276—8535.
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store + 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates @ 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office =

388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: #
226—6523 Call for meeting place &
schedule.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center ## 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club + 4372 Kerwin
Dr., Memphis 38128.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 #276—
0168, 274—8658.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box
41803, Memphis 38174—1803 # 274—
3857.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm

Madison a 276—7379, 726—

6293, 527—1461, or 327—3676.

Piece Antiques: 1264 Madison Ave. #
725—4045.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
Sweetpeas: 597 South Holmes # 324—
2733.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Barr Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie/
Nadine # 366—7920.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processmg/

UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
# 678—3339.
Wings: Social Club Box 41784,.Memphis
38174—1784.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Second Wind BBS: Memphis, Adult
bulletin, computer modem speeds to
16,8000 BPS # 276—8027.
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
board » 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth,
spiritual counseling, alternative healing
a 725—4898.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
1284.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy @ 458—7164.
Fully Alive! A center for personal
enrichment.

printing service—resumes, thesis,
manuscripts, etc. @ 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
1411.
RK Photo: Full color post cards = 452—
2766.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—
3760.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
campaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—2980.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—
285—7431 (24 hr. help &
information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites
& transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian
Youth Hotline: # 1—
800—347—TEEN Thu —
Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).

Susanﬂﬁ

Gay&Lesb|an Swnchboard:
# 324—GAYS + 24—hrs. Live
Operators 7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: #
276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide
&
Crisis
Intervention: #274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual
National Hotline: # (617)
899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Sat.).

#

9

l
(}
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay,
muy
Lesbian, Bisexual, & Transgendered
Pride Events « Box 3956, Memphis
38173 # 393—7500 Andy Cain.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
Taranto,
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
MPS & Carol
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Schlicksup, MA.
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Group: Ronnie
Individual,
Gardino # 767—2182 or e—mail at
couples & group
msaidmstry@aol.com.
therapy. @ 323—
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
2078 » Sliding fee scale.
Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
familycounseling, rebirthing #761—3435.
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
0982 @ 272—0560.
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
Rd, Ste 316 # 369—6050.
@ 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians And Gays Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
«Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis 38187—
767—1066.
2031 # 761—1444.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center # Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
454—1414.
River City Men‘s Chorus: Box 12837, K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—
Memphis 381182—0837 # 276—3471
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
(Charles Friedman).
Safe Harbor MCC: Pastor Greg Bullard, Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
3880.
751 North Trezevant # 458—0501.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
Group Counseling # 761—9178.
Center = 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
DENTAL SERVICES
Western Dance Club # 278—9321 or William
D.D.5.;
N. Castle,
Dentist — 776
274—8655.
Mt. Moriah a 685—5008.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
FINANCIAL SERVICES
transexual women (male to female) # Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes,
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
accounting, estate planning @ 753—1413.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Progressive Christian Church + Sun.
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
Service 6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, .
458—0152.
103 Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # William L. Sachs, CPA: Income tax,
(615) 269—3480.
accounting, computer support,
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
consulting.
# 767—1718.
women‘s leather org. 1563 Rolling Hills
FLORISTS
Dgr2, Memphis, TN 38127—5409 # 357—
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, #274—5767, 1—
1921.
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Memphis 38174—1082.
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA Flower Market of Memphis: 262 South
Highland #274—8103.
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
Medical CenterFlowers &An Occasional
M 38152.

_

SERVICES
The Hoglund Law Firm at
Memphis: 165 Madison, Ste
1813, Memphis 38103 # 526—
7526 (24 hrs).
David Hooper, Attorney At Law:
1870 Union Ave ## 274—6824.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law:
100 N. Main, Ste 2518 = 526—0809.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 @ 525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
Second, Ste 600, = 521—9996.
—
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
806, # 523—8912
MASSAGE SERVICES
A Bodywise Company: Therapeutic/
sports massage by appointment. # 377—
7101.
*
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
massage, therapeutic touch and
preparation for movement. By
appointment only. a 527—2273.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 761—7977
or Beeper 575—1230.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
massage by appointment. Please call
10am—10pm « 278—9768.
MEDIA
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
paperfocusing on addictions & recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Nashville TN @ (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, E—mail:
TJNmemphis@aol.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer #
323—0600.

Bliss Salon:2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Body Shop Tanning Center: 599 Erin
Drive # 821—0086.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
0521.
Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behles »
# 743—8945.
€
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Veterinarian, Memphis Area = (901)
278—5825. For emergency care call #
(901) 533—5084.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
appliance repair # 274—7011.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second @ 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
Flea Market).
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for
private functions « Lisa Gray (The
Peabody Hotel) # 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Kings Interior Painting: # 745—3300.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
2853.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair; Heating & A/C. + 1447
National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings « 2228 Central « 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 185yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring couple
# 1726—6198.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders = 948—
3998.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson ©
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
2089.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar #682—
2170.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon + 3700 S. Mendenhall
a 794—3047 or 365—9716.
Vantek: Internet Services » Box 111324,
Memphis 38111—1324 # 324—4999, e—
mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. #525—
3044.
Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate,
Pyramid Realtors: 134 Timber Creek
Drive # 753—6300.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 854—0455.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell
& Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
Fax 278—4390. _
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
Fax 278—4390, Home 725—1818, Pager
533—0620.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS IS ALSO
DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
726—5521
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody a 725—8800.
Squash Blossom Market: 1801 Union #
725—4823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. #=682—3326.

The

Pub

PM to 3 AM

Open Wednesday thru Sunday « 1

— Midtown‘s Only Gay Liquor Bar —

April 11
Welcome to Broadway

&, Thursday — 2—for—1 Cocktails

ll”
;

presents
"A Night at the Grand Ole Opry"

e

«i212. feet

Dinner Show

Nightly Beer Bust 10 to 12
$3 Optional (See Bartender)

Dinner at 8 PM « Show at 10 PM

First Cocktail or Beer Included
$7.50 per Person

FAMOUS GAY WRITERS
Down
Across James
1 Higher Learning star
1 Blues singer
Waiter‘s burden
2
5 Step exclamation
Concert itinerary
3
10 Scrooge‘s
Improvise
4
13 Impel
__—mo
5
14 Backslid
6 Sunbather‘s goalone
16 Had a snack gay author
7 King Kong, for
17 Award—winning
8 Adherent
19 CD—__ Damascus
9Bring back into harmony

46 Trumpeter and whooper, e.g.
47 Milk maker
48 Memoir by 17—Across
52 Each
53 Map collection
57 Tennis unit

58 Novel by 17—Across
63 Tina‘s ex
64 Boat backs
65 Length x width
66 __ Cruces
67 Packs
68 Hoopoe‘s hangout
36 — Triangle Journal News — April1997
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30 Replaces with new text
34 Pooh‘s pal
35 The College Widow playwright
36 Hockey legend Bobby
38 Entertainer Arnaz
39 Martian‘s vehicle
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41

48
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49 Newspaper publisher Adolph Simon
><
£
50 Spring rﬁontrri
51 Allen or Hawke

59
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Permit
To and
Compasspt.
Blockhead

|55

|56

[51
54

53
98
64

|40

ar

52
of
63

39

|44

45

45

54 Traditional knowledge
55 lowa city
56 Derriere

40 Still in the wrapper
42 Overwhelming admiration
43 Craze
44 Dynamite stuff

—

mm
m
1g
we

34

I33

__ pressure
11 Like much of Schonberg‘s music
12 Studs
15 Chinese leader __ Xiaoping
18 Screen siren West
22 Baseballer Strawberry
24 Coolidge and Ripken
25 Auberjonois‘s Deep Space Nine role
26 Calendar abbr.
27 Wrath
f
28 Overhead railways
29 Obtained

45 A state capital
46 Workout gear
48 Spaghetti—sauce ingredient

*
§
Lighted Parking (Sears Lot)
Plenty of Street Parking

s:

Tickets on sale at J—Wags & Autumn Street.
Any remaining tickets will be sold at the door
at the time of the show.

20 Its capital is
21 Reversed
23 Bibliography by 17—Across
28 It may be inflated
31 Worship
32 Bro or sis
33 Elegy collection by 17—Across.
36 Table scrap
37 High—spirited horses
_
38 Rehearsal
41 Pumpernickel alternative
42 Novel by 17—Across
45 What it takes to tango

1 PM to 7 PM
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